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Abstract 

Triplet state harvesting is an important issue in the area of organic electronics, including 

organic light emitting diode (OLED) technology that has already entered the global 

market. In the aim to achieve efficient light-emitting diodes the photophysical 

properties of OLED emitters need to be understood in great detail. This work is devoted 

to triplet state harvesting in OLEDs. In this work a set of triplet-harvesting systems 

comprising exciton, excimer or exciplex emitters are characterized and used to fabricate 

prototype devices. The first system is based on metal-free emitters, using acridone or 

phenothiazine, which show thermally activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) or room-

temperature phosphorescence (RTP). The competition between the rate of deactivation 

pathways affecting the triplet state and the reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) rate 

determine whether these molecules emit through TADF or RTP. The second system 

explores the effects of different substitution patterns on the properties of excitonic 

tetradentate ONNO Pt(II) complexes, and their performance in OLEDs, revealing a 

complicated host-to-guest energy transfer mechanism in doped films. The third work in 

this thesis explores the properties of newly synthesized Pt(II) metal complexes that have 

been found to efficiently form photoluminescent excimers and have strong potential to 

be used in solution-processed OLED devices. The photophysical characterisation of 

these complexes doped in film has revealed co-existence of excimer and aggregate 

emissions. Finally, the last two works in this thesis are focused on small molecule and 

polymer-based exciplex blends that  exhibit efficient TADF emissions and can be used 

to fabricate solution-processed or vacuum-deposited OLEDs. The photophysics of these 

exciplex systems is characterised in-depth and undoubtedly demonstrates that local 

triplet states are not involved in the RISC process in this blends, which is in clear 

contrast with most exciton small molecule TADF systems. Furthermore, in this work a 

clear rationale for the observation of emission decaying in power law regimes is 

obtained for the first time.  
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1 Introduction & motivations 

The existence of developed societies is largely dependent upon artificial lighting. This is 

a crucial factor in transportation, housing, trade, industry and many more. However, the 

increasing needs for artificial lighting have led to rising consumption of electrical 

power, thus energy-efficient light sources became of major importance over the last 

years.1–3 The development of the first incandescent lightbulbs triggered the search for 

artificial light sources with improved performance, in order to comply with the need for 

more energy-efficient solutions. This has led to the development of fluorescent tubes 

and light-emitting diodes (LED) that are far superior in efficiency. However, since Tang 

and VanSlyke4 have shown a first organic light-emitting diode (OLED), scientists and 

industry partners have been interested in developing this technology. In fact, OLEDs 

have found more predominant role in luminescent displays, such as OLED TV’s or 

smartphone screens. These solutions require emitters in the red, green and blue regions. 

However, an increasing interest is given to near infrared OLED emitters nowadays due 

to their potential in wearable optoelectronic devices with application in sensing, anti-

counterfeit labelling, medical treatment of skin diseases and development of user-device 

interface systems.5,6 

A growing need for energy-efficient OLEDs has led to new scientific discoveries related 

to the use of so-called triplet-harvesting molecules, 7,8 which are able to harvest all 

excited states generated in an OLED and therefore improve significantly the quantum 

efficiency of these devices. The growing need to analyse and understand the physical 

properties of organic π-conjugated molecules as OLED emitters – to make them more 

efficient and tailored for specific needs – has given a ground and became a motivation 

for this thesis. The author believes the results contained in this work will improve the 

understanding of mechanisms governing triplet-harvesting systems. The main focus of 

this work is to explore different photophysical mechanisms involving excitonic, excimer 
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and exciplex forming systems to tailor their luminescence properties and realise their 

application in OLED devices. 

Currently, molecules with efficient triplet harvesting properties that can be used in 

devices are divided in two types: phosphorescent metal-containing complexes and 

TADF emitters.3,5,9,10 Out of these two groups all three types of excited states discussed 

in this work are being used: exciton, excimer, and exciplex.11–14 Specific properties of 

each group of emitters make them suitable for certain applications. For example, 

phosphorescent metal complexes have found an important role as standard OLED 

emitters due to their triplet-harvesting properties, short photoluminescence lifetime, 

high photoluminescence efficiency and high stability. They are currently being used in 

OLED screens, as red and green dopants also due to their narrow electroluminescence 

spectrum (important for colour purity). Unfortunately, blue phosphorescent complexes 

have been found to be insufficiently stable.1 No stable blue metal complex that meets 

commercial requirements has been developed so far, despite decades of intense 

research.  

TADF emitters, mostly excitonic, are believed to have potential to supersede 

phosphorescent metal complexes in their role as OLED emitters, mostly in display 

technology.15 These emitters are mostly based on charge-transfer states that generate 

broad emission spectra.5,16 Consequently, emitters with narrow spectra are increasingly 

requiered.17  

Exciplex and excimer emitters typically exhibit broad emission spectra, thus their 

primary practical use is as component of white electroluminescence. Majority of 

exciplex emitters comprise of two non-metal organic molecules.16,18 They exhibit 

fluorescent or TADF properties, although phosphorescent exciplexes have also been 

postulated to exist19. Excimer emitters are predominately Pt(II) metal complexes as non-

metal molecules usually form excimers with low photoluminescence quantum yield.14,20 

Interestingly, due to the involvement of two metal centres in the excimers of metal 
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complexes, the phosphorescence radiative rate constant in these systems is very high, 

even for deep red and near infrared emissions. This opens an interesting pathway for 

excimer-forming Pt(II) complexes to be used as efficient near infrared emitters in 

OLEDs. 

The main motivation of this work is thus to explore the photophysical properties in 

excitonic, excimer and exciplex systems in the context of their application in OLEDs. 

There are still many and very interesting questions to clarify in order to learn how these 

systems can be tailored to obtain the desirable properties for the fabrication of efficient 

OLEDs, with electroluminescence in the different regions of the visible and NIR 

electromagnetic spectrum. The author believes this work will significantly contribute to 

help on the understanding of the properties of these systems in general, especially their 

solid-state properties, and potential to be used in context of OLEDs in particular. 
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2 Theoretical background 

2.1 Electronic structure of π-conjugated molecules 

π-conjugated molecules are at the foundation of OLED lighting. These molecules are 

composed of one or many conjugated systems that are formed by mixing the p-orbitals 

of neighbouring sp2-hybrydized atoms, such as carbon, nitrogen or sometimes oxygen, 

boron and others. The most useful π-conjugated systems for OLEDs are aromatic due to 

their stability (lesser susceptibility towards chemical reactions) and ability to emit 

photoluminescence in the visible, as well as in UV and NIR regions. Aromatic systems 

are those fulfilling the Hückel’s rule. That is the total number of electrons in the 

overlapping p-orbitals has to be 4n + 2, where n is a natural number. All discussions in 

this work relate to organic aromatic π-conjugated molecules. Interaction of orbitals is 

related to the geometrical orientation such that the orbital branches with the same sign 

(+/-) can align, forming a hybrid (bonding) orbital. This is why the aromatic molecules 

are planar, as in this case all p orbitals are parallel allowing the best possible overlap. If 

the orbitals are orthogonal, there is no interaction, thus no conjugation.21  

2.2 Excited states of π-conjugated molecules 

Electron transitions between the ground and excited states of molecules can be best 

described by the Jabłoński diagram (Figure 2.1). This diagram is called after the Polish 

Physicist Aleksander Jabłoński that first suggested the existence of a metastable state 

(currently known as triplet state) and depicted his hypothesis on a diagram,22 that is 

used until today in its expanded and modernised forms. Jabłoński diagram is useful in 

the schematic representations of radiative and non-radiative processes in organic 

molecules. The diagram shows the electron energy levels associated with the ground 

state (S0) and the excited states (S1, S2…, T1, T2, ….), of singlet and triplet characters, 

respectively. It also depicts the different electronic transitions occurring between these 

electronic states: internal conversion (IC), reverse internal conversion (RIC), absorption, 

and fluorescence are all allowed transitions; intersystem crossing (ISC), reverse 
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intersystem crossing (RISC), and phosphorescence are all spin forbidden transitions (i.e. 

transitions requiring an electron to change its spin). Typically, absorption is a transition 

from the ground state to the singlet excited state, S0→S1 (and also to upper singlet states 

S2, S3, etc.). 

 

Figure 2.1. Jabłoński diagram depicting the radiative: absorption, fluorescence, and 

phosphorescence (green lines) and non-radiative: internal conversion (IC), intersystem 

crossing (ISC), reverse internal conversion (RIC), and reverse intersystem crossing 

(RISC) (black lines) electron transitions in organic molecules. S1, S2 – first and second 

singlet energy levels; T1, T2 – first and second triplet energy levels. Adapted from ref. 23 

Electronic transitions are governed by selection rules that state which ones are more 

probable to occur or faster. In general, optical transitions can be named as forbidden or 

allowed. Allowed transitions are relatively fast / probable whereas forbidden transitions 

are slow / improbable. Slow / fast is used to describe spontaneous transitions, such as 

radiative transition from the excited state to the ground state. On the other hand, 

probable / improbable refer to stimulated transitions, such as absorption. Therefore, 

allowed transitions, such as absorption (S0→S1), occurring with a 1015 s-1 rate, or 

fluorescence (S1→S0), occurring with a rate between 1010-108 s-1 are fast, whereas 

forbidden transitions, such as phosphorescence (T1→S0) require much more time, from 
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≈1 μs up to ≈1 s. Interestingly, intersystem crossing (S1→T1) can be much faster and 

may occur even within less than 1 ns in special cases.5,23,24 

2.3 Hyperfine coupling 

Hyperfine coupling is the effect caused by the interaction between two spins of electron 

or spins of electron and the nucleus. It is widely used in spectroscopy, such as nuclear 

magnetic resonance (NMR) or electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). In organic 

molecules the hyperfine coupling (HFC) is considered a mechanism of interaction 

between electron energy levels, competitive to spin-orbit coupling.25,26 In general, 

hyperfine coupling constants are miniscule, ≈0.2 cm-1 (≈2×10-5 eV)27,28 and require the 

interacting singlet and the triplet states to differ in energy in the same order of 

magnitude. This means, only nearly isoenergetic states with ΔEST ≈ 10-5 eV or less can 

interact this way. This situation may occur in charge-transfer states where the 1CT – 

3CT gap is in order of 10-6-10-5 eV. As shown by Ogiwara et al.27 the intersystem 

crossing mediated through HFC in some TADF molecules is much more important than 

spin-orbit coupling.  

2.4 Spin-orbit coupling 

Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) describes the interaction between the electron magnetic 

moment due to the electron spin (determined by its spin quantum number) and orbital 

magnetic moment associated with an electron orbit (determined by angular/orbital 

quantum number). In simple words it is the interaction occurring from the motion of the 

electron within a specific geometry of the occupied subshell (orbital, “orbit”). Electron 

spin is constant, thus the spin-orbit interaction is orbital-dependent. It has been observed 

that spin-orbit coupling intensifies as the orbital quantum number rises, so it is larger for 

d- and f-orbitals than p-orbitals. SOC causes effectively splitting of triplet energy levels 

(zero-field splitting, ZFS), but also mixes the properties of singlet and triplet states. In 

example, due to SOC the triplet state in heavy metal complexes has a partial singlet 
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character (i.e. high radiative rate constant) allowing for short-lived and efficient 

phosphorescence and applicability in OLED devices.13,29,30  

2.5 Use of triplet harvesting in OLED 

Guidelines for improving the efficiency of OLEDs are obtained directly from the 

principal equation (2.1) describing the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of an 

OLED.1,7,30,31 

 EQE = ηoutηflγηfr (2.1) 

ηout – the outcoupling factor that is typically equal to 0.2-0.3 in a planar device built 

on glass. The outcoupling is related to the way light propagates in its path from the 

emissive material and glass with larger refractive index to air. Therefore, the light 

emitted by the device is affected by total internal reflection that causes light 

waveguiding, and also by scattering and even absorption. In order to overcome this 

issue, various different patterns can be built on a flat glass surface, such as semispheres, 

using transparent polymer media or even nanoparticles. On the other hand, ordering of 

molecules in the emissive layer may also be beneficial for the light outcoupling factor. 

By orienting the molecules in the emissive layer the actual effect is orientation of the 

transition dipole moment: horizontal orientation (perpendicular to the device plane) 

increases the light out coupling factor.32 

ηfl – photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of the emitter/emissive layer. This is a 

property of material/matrix and changes upon several factors. First of all the emitter has 

to be designed to reduce non-radiative decay. On the other hand the host/matrix is used 

(for the purpose of improving this parameter) to reduce aggregation quenching or self-

quenching in the emitting material as well as to provide rigid environment to suppress 

non-radiative decay processes. PLQY in principle can vary from 0 to 1 and 

emitter/matrix systems with PLQY=1 are already well known. 
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γ – charge balance factor is related to the way the device is designed. Using adequate 

electron/hole transport/blocking and emissive layers of suitable thickness the value of 1 

can be achieved. This means the fraction of injected holes and electrons that recombine 

to form excitons is close to 100%. 

ηfr – fraction of emissive excited states. This describes the fraction of total excitons 

formed from charge recombination that are potentially emissive excited states.  

The triplet state harvesting mechanisms discussed in this work are of great importance 

to improve the fraction of emissive excited states. In the way OLEDs work, singlets and 

triplet states are formed upon charge recombination on a ratio of 25% singlet states and 

75% triplet states.5,7,10,24 In many molecules, such as the purely organic fluorescent 

systems, the triplet states are often non-emissive at room temperature, which means that 

75% of the states formed (triplets) are never transformed into light. In order to improve 

this factor, triplet harvesting systems have been used with relative success. This work 

focuses on the investigation of two mechanisms of triplet harvesting: 1) direct radiative 

decay from the triplet state, phosphorescence at room-temperature, and 2) thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence. In both cases triplet and singlet excited states can be 

harvested up to 100%. 

2.5.1 Why is there 75 % of triplets? 

Hole and electron bear a ½ spin. There is a random distribution of spins thus there is 

equal number of charge carriers with secondary spin quantum number mS = ± ½ 

(schematically represented as  and ). This gives four possible ways the spins can be 

arranged: ,  , , and , resulting on one state with spin quantum number S = 0 

(singlet) and three states with S = 1 (triplet). Each state can be described by its spin 

quantum number S and the secondary spin quantum number mS which can have values 

from -S to +S with the interval of 1. In other words, the recombination of hole an 

electron bearing mS = ± ½ will give four states with equal probability: S = 0, mS = 0 
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(singlet); S = 1, mS = -1 (triplet); S = 1, mS = 0 (triplet); S = 1, mS = 1 (triplet). For this 

reason the spin statistics, under absence of other phenomena affecting it, inevitably 

leads to a conclusion that singlet states are formed with ¼ probability, while triplet 

states with the probability of ¾.5,10,24 

2.6 Mechanisms for triplet harvesting in organic molecules 

As it has been shown above triplet harvesting is of vital importance in OLEDs. Two 

main ways of triplet harvesting have been developed upon years of intense research in 

this topic: 1) delayed fluorescence, appearing as a result of triplet-triplet annihilation 

(TTA) or due to thermally activated reverse intersystem crossing (TADF). However, 

TTA is rarely used nowadays upon the emergence of TADF compounds; 2) room-

temperature phosphorescence (RTP), appearing as a result of enhanced SOC due to the 

presence of heavy-metals, and more rarely RTP in metal-free molecules that have been 

specifically designed to show fast ISC rate and suppressed IC. Pure fluorescent emitters, 

i.e. those not harvesting triplets, are also discussed below as a matter of reference.5 

2.6.1 Fluorescent emitters (not harvesting triplet states) 

 

Figure 2.2. Examples of fluorescent small molecules DPA, DPAVBi, and polymer Super 

Yellow used in OLED. 
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Fluorescent emitters can be described as π-conjugated systems with large radiative rate 

constant of the singlet excited state and high photoluminescence quantum yield (Figure 

2.2). These types of molecules usually possess energetically low excited triplet state that 

usually does not play any significant role in the emissive properties of these molecules 

(Figure 2.3). Therefore the maximum internal quantum efficiency of OLEDs based on 

pure fluorescent emitters is 25%. Fluorescent emitters can also perform as fluorescent 

dopants to TADF materials and phosphors using the so-called hyperfluorescence 

mechanism to achieve narrow emission with faster decaying rate.33 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3.Fluorescent emitters in OLED. 75 % of excited states generated in OLED 

are not harvested. Furthermore, limited intersystem crossing might decrease singlet 

population below 25 % in favour of the triplet states. This gives a maximum of 25 % of 

excited states to be harvested by the fluorescent emitter. 
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2.6.2 Direct radiative decay of triplet state 

Phosphorescent emitters are typically metal complexes that contain specific metal ions 

at selected oxidation states (Figure 2.4). In order to achieve brightly luminescent metal 

complexes several conditions must be met. Owing to the strong spin-orbit coupling 

resulting from the d-orbitals of open shell transition metal ions, such as Pt2+ 

(configuration d8) or Ir3+  (configuration d6) in their complexes, high triplet radiative 

rates have been achieved. The development of these emitters is also related to designing 

new ligands that change the electron distribution of the metal complex, and lead to 

various photoluminescent properties, such as a range of emission colours.30 

 

Figure 2.4. Examples of phosphorescent Ir(III) and Pt(II) complexes used in OLED.  

Relatively short phosphorescence lifetimes and high PLQY are the factors determining 

the performance of triplet-harvesting metal complexes in OLEDs and these have been 

found in Pt(II) and Ir(III) based organic compounds. Their room temperature 

photophysics is usually very simple, comprising monoexponential triplet decay. 

However and interestingly, low temperature photophysics of these complexes is very 

interesting as the lowest triplet state is split (without magnetic field) due to the strong 
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spin-orbit coupling. This phenomenon is called zero-field splitting (ZFS) and occurs 

even in non-metal molecules, however the value of ZFS in this case is negligible, ≈10-5 

eV. In cases where the lowest triplet state has an admixture of metal d-orbitals the ZFS 

can reach values up to ≈10-2 eV. Due to ZFS the different phosphorescence lifetimes of 

the split sub-states can be observed at very low temperatures, where the thermal energy 

is not enough to allow for fast thermal equilibration between them. In general, the most 

desired for OLEDs is that the d-orbitals of metal mix with ligand-centred orbitals giving 

a metal-ligand charge transfer (MLCT) state, while purely ligand centred states have 

long phosphorescence lifetime and metal-centred states are usually non-emissive.30,34,35 

In Pt(II) and Ir(III) metal complexes (as well as other metal-containing complexes), the 

intersystem crossing rate is so fast that the fluorescence rate is not able to compete. 

Fluorescence, therefore, is usually mostly absent in these molecules and cannot be 

observed with typical measurement techniques (Figure 2.5). Absorption of light 

typically occurs as an S0→Sn process, (however S0→T1 absorption bands are postulated 

to exist). Upon formation of the singlet excited state, rapid ISC populates the triplet 

state from where the complexes emits efficient phosphorescence through their 3MLCT 

states, in the typical lifetime range of 1-10 μs at room temperature. These complexes 

have found a prominent role as emitters in OLEDs covering nearly the whole visible 

spectrum from sky blue to deep red and NIR.14,30,36,37 
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Figure 2.5. Phosphorescent emitters in OLED. 75 % of excited states generated in 

OLED are harvested as efficient phosphorescence. The 25 % of singlet states 

intersystem cross and add up with the initial triplet state population. That gives up to 

100 % excited states harvesting in such emitter. 

2.6.3 Triplet exciton up-conversion through TADF 

Delayed fluorescence emitters are a large group of fluorescent molecules that can 

either be purely organic (metal-free) or contain metals, such as copper or silver in their 

structures.38,39 The most useful molecules in this group are thermally-activated delayed 

fluorescence (TADF) emitters and are those mainly discussed in this work. There is a 

large variety of design patterns, but the vast majority of metal-free TADF emitters are 

comprised of a twisted donor-acceptor structure (Figure 2.6). Their main design 

principle is in the use of charge-transfer excited states to reduce singlet-triplet energy 

splitting, allowing the non-radiative spin-forbidden transitions between singlet and 

triplet states, due to induced spin-orbit coupling, to be relatively fast. This in turn allows 

thermally-induced up-conversion and recovery of the triplet excited states through the 

singlet state – as delayed fluorescence.5,7,40  
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Figure 2.6. Examples of TADF molecules used in OLED. Electron donors and 

acceptors are indicated with arrows. Note: donors and acceptors never lie in the same 

plane. 

Thermally activated delayed fluorescence molecules have been recognised in recent 

years as efficient replacements for Pt(II) and Ir(III) complexes. In this case no 

phosphorescence occurs at room temperature and (typically) no metal is involved. Spin-

orbit coupling is obtained by introduction of charge transfer (CT) or (sometimes) nπ* 

states. However, in this case the aim is not to accelerate phosphorescence lifetime, but 

to speed-up the exchange between S1 and T1 states (Figure 2.7). In this case the T1→S1 

transition is always endoenergetic, thus thermal energy will be of vital importance in the 

process. In fact TADF works accordingly to a Boltzmann process, with the intensity and 

lifetime of the delayed fluorescence being dependent upon temperature and activation 

energy. As OLEDs are desired to work at temperatures around 295 K (room 

temperature), there is a general trend to obtain emitters with negligibly small TADF 

activation energy as the temperature is generally kept constant.5,40–42 
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Figure 2.7. TADF emitters in OLED. 25% of initially generated singlet states either 

directly emit as fluorescence or intersystem cross increasing the triplet population. The 

whole population of triplet excited states is harvested through endothermic up-

conversion to the singlet state (from where the fluorescence emission occurs). This 

accounts for up to 100 % excited states being harvested in a TADF emitter. Note the 

cycling between S1 and T1 through ISC and RISC may result in a significant population 

of molecules emitting after up- and down-converting several times. 

The harvest of triplet states through the TADF mechanism requires complex processes 

that are currently described by vibronic spin-orbit coupling (VSOC) model that involves 

mixing of the CT states with triplet states of localized character, which is responsible 

for acceleration of the ISC and RISC rates. However, in some conditions hyperfine 

coupling (HFC) interactions may also be involved in the ISC/RISC mechanism (Figure 

2.8). It appears the role of HFC interactions are predominant when the local triplet 

state(s) are energetically too far away from the CT state, and thus are unable to promote 

LE-CT mixing, thus a direct interaction between 1CT and 3CT through hyperfine 

coupling is required to promote ISC/RISC. The role of VSOC and HFC are still a matter 

of debate in the TADF community. In this thesis, the coexistence of the two 

mechanisms is proposed with HFC and VSOC giving partial contributions to the final 

effect.40,41,43 
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Figure 2.8. Schematic diagram for TADF mechanism: SOC mechanism (left); HFC 

mechanism (right). 

2.7 Types of excited states in π-conjugated molecules and their 

characteristics 

The excited states in organic molecules can be described as mono-(or uni-)molecular 

and bimolecular. States involving three and more molecules are not typically 

considered. The unimolecular state, namely exciton, can also be described as 

“monomer” in the context of excimer formation, to highlight the fact that an excimer 

involves the interaction between two molecules (excited state dimer). Although the term 

“monomer” is broadly used in literature, author prefers to use the term exciton whenever 

possible. In excimers, an excited state molecule interacts with an identical molecule 

existing in the ground state. This leads to molecular orbital mixing, so called “exciton 

resonance” giving an excited state dimer that does not possess a ground state 

counterpart.14,23,44 

Another type of bimolecular excited state is the exciplex, sometimes named also 

“heteroexcimer”. This is because the principle of exciplex formation is identical to 

formation of excimers. The main difference is that exciplex are formed between two 

different molecules and involve some degree of charge transfer: one molecule working 
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as an electron donor and the other as an electron acceptor. The molecules, as typically 

described in the literature, are bound by electrostatic forces as the donor gives up one 

electron to the acceptor. Although this seems to be a scientific consensus that donor and 

acceptor form a sort of an ion pair, the actual degree of charge separation in those 

excited state complexes remains unclear.16,18,45 

2.7.1 Exciton 

Excitonic states are used commonly in OLEDs and can be observed in virtually all π-

conjugated systems. These states can evolve to excimers and exciplexes upon specific 

conditions as being their precursors. Typically, excitonic emitters are showing narrow 

photoluminescence spectra as their emission is considered as local which relates to the 

large overlap between the molecular orbitals related to the electron transition. However, 

for the purpose of this work charge-transfer (CT) emitters based on intramolecular states 

are also considered as excitonic, even though their behaviour is very often closer related 

with exciplexes. 

In OLEDs, three types of excitonic emitters are used, namely: fluorescent, 

phosphorescent and delayed fluorescence emitters. These were described in previous 

sections.1 

2.7.2 Excimer 

Excimeric species are formed as a result of the interaction between two identical 

molecules of which one is in its electronic excited state. The bond between two 

molecules (M for the ground state molecule and M* for the excited state molecule) M-

M* forms through mixing of the respective frontier molecular orbitals. This is also 

described using a term excimer resonance. Such behaviour is not limited to organic 

molecules and is commonly observed in bi-atomic systems, including noble gases were 

excimers are observed.46 The bond that is formed is analogous to a covalent bond, but 

much longer and weaker.23 
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As excimers are bi-molecular species, their occurrence is highly dependent upon 

molecules’ concentration, therefore, in general the exciton and excimer species coexist 

in varying ratios. Extreme dilutions or high concentrations lead to (nearly) purely 

excitonic or purely excimeric excited state populations. This leads to a more 

complicated description of such emitters, not only including quenching phenomena but 

also excimer/exciton ratios varying as a function of concentration.47 

Each of the excitonic emitters: fluorescent, TADF or phosphorescent is potentially able 

to form respective excimers. In general OLED emitters are not based on excimeric 

species. This due to usually lower photoluminescence quantum yields of excimers when 

compared with their respective exciton counterparts. However, in the special case of 

planar metal complexes, such as those formed by Pt(II), the two metal centres of the 

excimer-forming molecules can couple their orbitals resulting in formation of a 

MMLCT-like (Metal-Metal-Ligand Charge-Transfer) state that escalates the spin-orbit 

coupling interaction. This leads to significantly faster radiative rate constants of such 

excimers making them a very suitable solution for red and NIR emitters, where the non-

radiative decay is faster.30,48 Note that MMLCT state can only exist upon the existence 

of the  metal-metal orbital in the ground state such as it occurs in Pt-Pt dimers. This 

does not occur in excitons as they do not show any orbital interaction in the ground 

state. Nevertheless, the excited state of the excimer shows similar experimental 

characteristics to the excited state dimer which gives grounds to treat both alike.  

Phosphorescent excimer emitters are predominantly planar Pt(II) metal complexes 

(Figure 2.9). This is because a flat geometry around the metal centre is necessary for 

successful metal-metal interactions to occur. On the other hand the metal centres and 

their electron structure dictate the geometry of a molecule, as described in the Valence 

Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) model,49 which makes Ir(III) complexes that 

show octahedral geometry around the metal centre, unsuitable for MMLCT interaction 

in the case of excimer formation. 
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Figure 2.9. Excimer-forming planar Pt(II) complexes.14 

2.7.3 Exciplex 

Exciplex emitters are similar to excimer emitters. However, the formation of exciplex 

states involve some degree of charge transfer between electron donor (D) and electron 

acceptor (A) species, of which one is in the excited state (does not matter which one). 

Upon excitation, the donor and acceptor species interact forming a charge transfer state. 

Although this is usually described as (nearly) complete transfer of the electron, the 

degree of electron transfer may vary in different donor-acceptor pairs. Exciplexes with 

small degree of charge transfer are sometimes called heteroexcimers.16,45,50 

Exciplexes were brought to OLEDs for two main reasons: firstly, they employ electron-

rich (usually hole-transporting) and electron-deficient (usually electron-transporting) 

materials as a blend or bilayer, thus facilitating good charge transport through the device 

(Figure 2.10). Secondly, exciplexes bring charge transfer states into the system, and 

thus behave similarly to the regular, intramolecular “excitonic” charge transfer 

molecules, leading to reduced exchange interactions that result on small singlet-triplet 

energy gaps, which can induce TADF emission. The harvesting of triplet excited states 

in exciplex forming blends by means of TADF is discussed in this thesis.51–53 
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Figure 2.10. Examples of exciplex-forming materials: TSBPA:PO-T2T and m-

MTDATA:PBD. 
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3 Experimental 

3.1 Sample preparation and storage 

3.1.1 Films 

Films are prepared either using dropcast/spincoating or vacuum thermal evaporation 

(VTE). Films obtained with VTE technique are produced in a similar fashion to the 

OLED devices, see section 3.7. Details on the preparation of thin films by dropcast and 

spincoating methods are given below. 

Dropcast films are prepared by dispensing 100-200 μL of a solution onto a disc 

substrate placed on a hotplate (optional), where the solvent is left to evaporate in order 

to obtain a solid film. The solution concentration and temperature at which the solvent 

is left to evaporate are dependent on the solvent used as depicted in Table 3.1 Note, that 

the film has to be transparent (amorphous) as opaque films may indicate crystallisation. 

The films are placed into a vacuum chamber for a period of 1-2 hours to remove 

residual solvent. 

Table 3.1. Summary of conditions of fabrication of dropcast films. 

Solvent Dissolved solid Hotplate 

temperature, °C 

Concentration of main 

ingredient, mg mL-1 

Toluene Zeonex 480 

(polymer) + dopant 

80-90 100 

Toluene Small molecule 80-90 5-10 

Chloroform Small molecule 20-60 5-10 

 

3.1.2 Solutions 

Stock solutions in various solvents (i.e. toluene, chloroform, dichloromethane) are 

prepared at concentrations of 1 mg mL-1 or 10-3 M and are further diluted to 10-5 M for 

spectroscopic measurements. Note that solutions in solvents that may lead to 
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degradation, such as chloroform, are considered unstable, thus they are prepared directly 

before use. In example: easily oxidizing molecules, such as triphenylamine derivatives, 

may turn brown, green or yellow upon formation of radical/cation radical species. 

Platinum(II) complexes may react with chloroform upon the presence of oxygen by 

bonding to the chlorine atoms with formation of platinum(IV) complexes. 

3.2 Spectrophotometry 

UV-Vis absorption spectra have been obtained using UV-3600 double beam 

spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). The films for absorption measurements were spin-

coated using a similar method as in the OLED fabrication. Always a clean substrate 

made of the same material (either quartz or sapphire) was used as a blank. Solutions 

were measured in quartz fluorescence cuvettes using always the same pair of walls 

throughout all measurements. 

3.3 Spectrofluorimetry 

Photoluminescence (PL) spectra of films were recorded using FluoroLog fluorescence 

spectrometer (Jobin Yvon) or a matrix spectrometer QePro (Ocean Optics). The films 

were produced similarly to the spectrophotometric measurements or by drop cast. 

3.4 Time-resolved gated spectroscopy 

The working principle of the iCCD cameras is based on the image intensifier, which not 

only intensifies the incoming light but also works as a shutter (gate). The intensifier 

consists of a photocathode that is sensitive to a specific spectral range [i.e., ultraviolet 

(UV), visible, red, and near-infrared (NIR)], a micro-channel plate (MCP), and a 

phosphor. By changing the photocathode, it is possible to adapt the camera to a specific 

use. The photocathode converts incoming photons into photoelectrons that are 

multiplied in the MCP and then hit the phosphor screen generating photons. These 

photons, through a system of lenses, are focused onto a CCD chip and are converted 

into an electrical signal. 
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3.4.1 Control of delay and gate time 

To collect time dependent emission spectra throughout the range from 1 ns to 100 ms 

with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio, the integration (exposure) time increases 

exponentially along with exponentially increasing the time delay (Figure 3.1). This is 

dictated by the properties of the photoluminescence decay, which follows exponential 

laws in most systems. 

 

Figure 3.1. Delay and integration time changes in the experimental file used. 

3.4.2 Spectral response of the iCCD chip 

Spectral response of the iCCD is of vital importance for proper analysis of the recorded 

emission spectra. In this thesis the spectral response of the camera was investigated in 

the range from ≈350 – 800 nm using a certified, balanced deuterium-halogen calibration 

lamp supplied by Avantes. The calibration lamp light has been passed through the 

optical setup (lenses, spectrograph) to mimic the emission illuminated by a real sample. 
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Figure 3.2. Calibration lamp spectrum and iCCD camera spectral response in a 

selected wavelength range. 

The spectral response of the camera is compared with the calibration lamp spectrum 

(Figure 3.2). The ratio between the latter and the former is the calibration curve. Due to 

the imperfection of the iCCD chip and smaller spectral resolution of the signals than in 

typical fluorometers, the raw correction curve is affected by high frequency noise. This 

is unfavourable in practical applications, thus all correction curves are smoothened 

(Figure 3.3). 

 

Figure 3.3. Calibration spectrum: before and after smoothing. 
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3.4.3 Data processing 

 

Figure 3.4. Raw photoluminescence spectra integral. 

Data processing is of vital importance in the acquisition of “real” time-dependent 

emission spectra and decays. This is essential to the appropriate interpretation of the 

results and to obtain good fitting of the decay curves. Data processing involves 

removing incorrect luminescence background values (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5), as the 

underestimation of the background may lead to the appearance of artefacts, such as 

luminescence decaying as a power law. Other problems that may occur are the 

occurrence of multiexponential photoluminescence decays that in reality are mono- or 

biexponential processes. In order to avoid such problems it is advised to manually 

control the luminescence background when processing spectral data to obtain the 

photoluminescence transient decays. 
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Figure 3.5. Photoluminescence spectra integral divided by the integration time. 

3.5 Photoluminescence quantum yield measurements in solid state 

The photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of molecules in solid thin films is 

recorded using an integration sphere, as part of our home-built setup. The sample is 

placed in a special sample holder suitable for disc samples. Any kind of sample can be 

characterised: drop cast, spin coat or thermally deposited. The PLQY is estimated from 

the integral intensities of the sample emission and excitation light that is absorbed by 

the sample. For strongly emitting samples PLQY can be determined with accuracies 

close to 5%, however for weaker emissions the accuracy of the measurement may be 

lower, and the error could be in the order of 10-20% or even larger, depending on the 

circumstances. In a typical situation it is enough to record the emission spectrum 

obtained with a blank (empty sphere) and with the sample directly excited (3.1). The 

measurement can be further corrected for reabsorption of the emitted light, and multi-

excitations, which usually gives a correction factor on the order of 2-5%. In this case a 

third measurement is performed, with a sample inside the sphere but positioned in a way 

that is not directly in the excitation beam, see (3.2) and (3.3).54 
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Equations used in the PLQY determination are given below: 

 Φ =
𝑃1

𝐿0 − 𝐿1
 (3.1) 

 

 Φ =
𝑃1 − (1 − 𝐴)𝑃2

𝐿0𝐴
 (3.2) 

 

 A = 1 −
𝐿1
𝐿2

 (3.3) 

 

Where: Φ – photoluminescence quantum yield; A – sample absorbance, a.u. ; L0 – 

integral excitation intensity (empty sphere), a.u.; L1 – integral excitation intensity 

(sample in beam), a.u.; L2 – integral excitation intensity (sample out of beam), a.u.; P1 – 

integral photoluminescence intensity (sample in beam), a.u.; P2 – integral 

photoluminescence intensity (sample out of beam), a.u.;   

3.6 Photoluminescence quantum yield measurements in a solution 

The PLQY determination in solution is made using a gradient method described in the 

literature.9,55 It is based on recording fluorescence intensity (defined as the integrated 

area under the emission spectrum) as a function of the compound’s absorbance at the 

excitation wavelength. This is done for all samples of unknown PLQY and also for a 

compound of known PLQY (so-called “standard”). The gradients (slope of the 

intensity-absorbance relation) are then compared, and corrected for differences in 

refractive indices, when standard and sample are measured in different solvents. The 

following equation is used: 
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 Φ𝑥 = Φs

𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑥
𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑠

𝜂𝑥
2

𝜂𝑠
2

 (3.4) 

Where: Gradx – gradient (slope) of the linear fit of the relation between 

photoluminescence intensity and absorbance of an unknown sample, a.u.; Grads – 

gradient of the linear fit of the relation between photoluminescence intensity and 

absorbance of a standard, a.u.; ηx, ηs – refractive indices of the solutions of unknown 

sample and standard, respectively, a.u. 

In principle the equation above can be used with any number of experimental data 

points (including only one point with an assumption that at zero absorbance the integral 

fluorescence is zero), however the precision rises dramatically with the number of 

points that are collected and it is recommended to use at least 4-5 of these to allow a 

good fit. Note the PLQY measurement is only valid in the concentration range where 

the relation is linear, and the compound’s absorbance at the excitation wavelength 

should be kept below 0.1. Excitation wavelengths for standard and sample must be 

identical. 

In general, the choice of a standard is dictated by the absorption/emission regions of the 

samples, in a way that the standard absorbs and emits in similar regions. Also, a good 

practice is to adjust the standard PLQY to the expected PLQY of the sample, i.e. 

samples with low PLQY should be measured against a low PLQY standard, thus using 

one, universal standard for all samples is in principle incorrect. 

3.7 Fabrication of OLED devices by vacuum thermal evaporation 

OLEDs are often fabricated using vacuum thermal evaporation. The principle of this 

method is based on the sublimation/evaporation of solid substances upon heating them 

in vacuum, which is used by two main reasons: 1) allows for low evaporation 

temperature of a given substance, so that even a small partial vapour pressure is 

achieved at relatively low temperatures, avoiding compound degradation; 2) the mean 

free path of the molecules is larger than the vertical dimension of the evaporation 
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chamber – this allows the molecules to travel in straight paths, giving even thickness of 

the evaporated film. 

 

Figure 3.6. Kurt J. Lesker Spectros II evaporator. 

The evaporator comprises a number of organic evaporation sources that are heated with 

electrical coils. The material is placed in tall alumina crucibles. These are called low 

temperature sources, as they can be heated up to ≈500 °C which is sufficient for most 

organic materials, but insufficient for most inorganic, such as metal salts, oxides and 

elemental metals. For this reason special thermal sources that can be heated up to higher 

temperatures, which are equipped with specialized heaters and use either alumina or 

boron nitride crucibles, are used to evaporate materials like lithium fluoride, aluminium 

or molybdenum(VI) oxide.  
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Figure 3.7. Encapsulated OLED devices. 

A typical OLED comprises several organic layers topped with an aluminium layer, 

deposited on top of an ultrathin (≈1 nm) layer of a good electron injection material, 

usually a lithium or caesium salt. These two layers are used as the electron injection 

electrode. The aluminium electrodes are deposited perpendicularly to the Indium Tin 

Oxide (ITO) stripes that are used as the transparent electrode, therefore the access to the 

aluminium electrical contacts are available on the left and right side of the device, while 

the ITO (anode) is accessible from the top and the bottom (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8). 

 

 

Figure 3.8. Blue OLED device at work. 
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3.7.1 Hybrid dry and wet technique 

The principal difference between this and the vacuum thermal evaporation method is 

that here the device is fabricated using (several) solution-processed layers (typically 

spin coated). These include the PEDOT:PSS (hole injection), hole transport/electron 

blocking, and emissive layers. More sophisticated methods can also use a solution 

processed electron transport layer, but commonly the top electrode is evaporated. In this 

work the electron transport and electron injection materials, and the aluminium cathode 

are thermally evaporated while other layers are solution-processed. 

The films are spin coated at various speeds and from different solution concentrations. 

Three basic formulations were used in this work for the solution-processed layers: 

toluene-based, chloroform-based, and chlorobenzene-based. The first is used as default, 

and the latter are used only if the molecules used for OLED fabrication are 

insufficiently soluble in toluene.  

Toluene-based formulation comprises the host molecule(s) at concentration of 10 mg 

mL-1 with 5-10% w/w emissive molecule doped into it. The solubility of the dopant 

molecule required for fabrication of a device is in the range of 0.5-1 mg mL-1 (or 

higher) in toluene. The solution is then spun at 2500 RPM to give a 25-35 nm film. The 

film is annealed at 50°C for 10 min. 

Chloroform-based formulation based on a mixture of 95% chloroform (v/v) and 5% 

(v/v) chlorobenzene. In this case a 20 mg mL-1 solution of the host molecule(s) is used 

with 1-30% (w/w) doping, giving a solubility range of 0.2-6 mg mL-1 in chloroform + 

chlorobenzene (95:5 v/v). The solution is then spun at 5000 RPM to give a 55-75 nm 

film. The film is annealed at 50°C for 10 min. 

Chlorobenzene-based formulation based on pure chlorobenzene. In this case a 20 mg 

mL-1 solution of the host molecule(s) is used with 1-5% (w/w) doping, giving a 

solubility range of 0.2-1 mg mL-1 in chlorobenzene. The solution is then spun at 2000 

RPM to give 60-80 nm film. The film is annealed at 120°C for 20 min. 
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In addition a hole transport/electron blocking layer that is spun from a 3 mg mL-1 high 

molecular weight poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (M=106 Da) solution in a chloroform-based 

formulation is also used. The solution is spun at 8000 RPM to give a 10 nm film. The 

film is annealed at 50°C for 10 min. 

PEDOT:PSS (HIL 1.3N) is spun at 10000 RPM to give a 45 nm film. The film is 

annealed at 200°C for 3 min. 

3.8 Cyclic voltammetry measurements 

Cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed according to previously established 

procedures,56,57 using a platinum (Pt) working disc with 1 mm2 area as the working 

electrode, a Pt wire as an auxiliary electrode and a silver (Ag) wire as the pseudo-

reference electrode. Preparation of the silver pseudo-reference electrode requires 

formation of a thin layer of silver salts on the surface of the electrode. In order to do this 

a silver wire is polished with sandpaper and then placed into concentrated hydrochloric 

acid with access to air for few days. Then the electrode is washed with water and 

acetone and is ready to use after drying. The pseudo-reference electrode is calibrated 

against ferrocene which is performed every time a new sample is analysed. Typical 

value of the half wave oxidation potential of ferrocene should be 0.4-0.6V and strongly 

depends upon geometry of the cell.  

The cyclic voltammetry analysis is performed in dichloromethane solution, using 

tetrabutylammonium tetrafluoroborate as a supporting electrolyte. The measurement is 

performed in nitrogen-purged solutions at 0.05 V s-1 scan rate. Exemplary results can be 

found in the figure below (Figure 3.9). 
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Figure 3.9. Example of a cyclic voltammogram of an organic molecule recorded in 0.1 

M BuN4BF4 in dichloromethane. 
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4 Investigation of triplet harvesting in excitonic states of 

purely organic materials 

 

The material contained within this chapter has been published as: 

P. Pander, A. Swist, R. Motyka, J. Soloducho, F. B. Dias and P. Data, J. Mater. Chem. 

C, 2018, 6, 5434–5443. 

 

 

4.1 Introduction 

Acridones have been known as biologically active compounds58–61, however recently 

they were used as electron-accepting units in several donor-acceptor and donor-

acceptor-donor systems.62–64 The acridone moiety is particularly interesting because it 

contains an electron-accepting carbonyl group (>C=O) along with an electron-donating 

nitrogen atom bearing lone pair electrons. Acridone is also a commercially available65 

building block, and thus a good candidate to use as a cheap and commonly available 

acceptor in OLED emitters.66 On the other hand, phenothiazine which is very popular in 

drug applications, i.e. in chlorpromazine67 and carbazole, among others, have recently 

become popular as donors in donor-acceptor molecules for the design of TADF 

emitters.40,68–70 

Thermally activated delayed fluorescent (TADF) OLED materials have been widely 

investigated in recent years by several groups around the globe.7,41,45,71–81 A typical 

TADF emitter does not contain rare precious metals, however metal-based TADF 

emitters, such as copper complexes have also been widely investigated in recent 

years.34,38,82,83  
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Almost all TADF emitters are donor-acceptor type structures showing broad charge 

transfer (CT) emission. TADF by itself does not require the formation of CT states. 

However, the use of CT states is a very simple way to decrease the singlet-triplet energy 

gap and thus promote efficient triplet harvesting. While TADF emitters are excellent in 

their triplet harvesting properties, the presence of CT states negatively impacts on the 

colour purity of most TADF-OLEDs. Basically the electroluminescence of TADF 

molecules is broad, with a large full width at half maximum (FWHM). TADF molecules 

formed with donor-acceptor units with weak CT character are interesting as they may 

result in materials showing narrow, resolved emission even in OLED host, but still 

being able to harvest triplets.   

It is also worth to point out that not only TADF emitters may supersede metal 

complexes in OLED applications, as also metal-free organic room temperature 

phosphors show a promising perspective for their future application in the field.84–87 

Metal-free organic phosphors show a substantial triplet formation yield along with a 

relatively fast triplet radiative decay, similarly to metal complexes, but without heavy 

metal content. If non-radiative decay is successfully suppressed, the organic phosphors 

can exhibit long-lived emission.87,88 
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Figure 4.1. Investigated molecules. Note: the molecules have been synthesized by A. 

Świst and R. Motyka. 

This chapter is focused on the investigation of the photophysical properties of a novel 

TADF emitter carrying acridone as the electron-acceptor unit, and two carbazole donors 

in a D-A-D configuration. A molecule with high triplet energy BCbmPy is used as the 

host material. The TADF properties of the acridone D-A-D molecule 1 are compared 

with molecule 2, an RTP emitter designed with no CT states, i.e. in a D-D-D 

configuration (Figure 4.1). Prototype OLED devices with these compounds are 

fabricated and characterized. By comparing the photophysics and device performance of 

these molecules the similarities and dissimilarities between the TADF and RTP 

mechanisms are highlighted, helping to better understand how these two mechanisms 

can be optimized to maximize luminescence efficiency.  
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Figure 4.2. Absorption spectra of 1 and 2 in methylcyclohexane (MCH). 

 

Figure 4.3. Photoluminescence and absorption spectra of 1 and 2 in various solvents 

and matrices: a), b) UV-Vis and fluorescence spectra in solution; c), d) UV-Vis and 

fluorescence spectra in solid films. λex = 355 nm. 
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4.2 Results and discussion 

4.2.1 Steady state photophysics 

Starting from the basic photophysical behaviour of molecules 1 and 2, the presented 

systems are first investigated in solution. In 1 four absorption bands can be observed in 

methylcyclohexane (MCH) solution (Figure 4.2): λmax = 239 nm (ε ≈ 9  104 M-1 cm-1), 

λmax = 291 nm (ε ≈ 4  104 M-1 cm-1), λmax = 322 nm (ε ≈ 3  104 M-1 cm-1), λmax = 407 

nm (ε ≈ 5  103 M-1 cm-1). The three first absorption bands are associated with π-π* 

transitions due to their high absorption coefficients. The fourth λmax = 407 nm is 

associated with a transition forbidden by geometry, such as CT, due to a small 

absorption coefficient. A series of absorption spectra recorded in solvents of different 

polarity show that this low-energy absorption band red-shifts upon increasing dielectric 

constant of the solvent (Figure 4.3). The band maximum shifts from 407 nm in MCH to 

418 nm in ethanol, whereas the onset shifts from 445 nm to 465 nm, respectively. This 

is a typical behaviour for a charge-transfer absorption band, where excited state with 

large dipole moment is stabilized by the molecules of the polar solvent. Interestingly, 

only one absorption band, λmax = 291 nm can clearly be attributed to the carbazole 

moiety, whereas none of the unsubstituted acridone64 absorption bands can be directly 

found in the absorption of 1. However, the absorption bands related to each subunit of 1 

can be indicated using literature data89 and by comparison with the absorption spectrum 

of compound 2 (Figure 4.2).  

The emission of 1 is clearly well resolved in methylcyclohexane, toluene, and 

tetrahydrofuran, but in ethanol the fluorescence spectrum is broad and featureless 

(Figure 4.3). The lowest singlet excited state in 1 has a weak charge transfer character. 

Therefore, the fluorescence spectrum remains resolved in non-polar or moderately-polar 

solvents, where no large displacements have to occur when adjusting the molecular 

structure of the compound in the excited state, due to the interactions between the 

excited state dipole moment and the weak dipole moment of solvent molecules. This 
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results in a hybrid local and charge transfer state, CT + LE, or so-called weak CT state. 

In highly polar solvents, such as ethanol, the interactions between the excited state 

dipole moment and the dipole moment of the solvent molecules are stronger, resulting 

in larger structural changes giving rise to a typical broad CT emission. This is consistent 

with previous, calculation-based observations of a hybrid local and charge transfer 

character of HOMO-LUMO transition in 1.90 

 

Figure 4.4 Steady-state photoluminescence spectra of 2 doped in Zeonex (drop-cast) 

and BCbmPy (co-evaporation) recorded in air and in a vacuum. λex = 355 nm. 

Absorption bands of 2 in MCH (Figure 4.2) are: λmax = 238 nm (ε ≈ 8 ∙ 104 M-1 cm-1), 

λmax = 292 nm (ε ≈ 5 ∙ 104 M-1 cm-1), characteristic absorption band of carbazole with 

two maxima λmax = 326, 338 nm (ε ≈ 1.5 ∙ 104 M-1 cm-1), and a shoulder λsh = 345-407 

nm (ε < 8 ∙ 103 M-1 cm-1). The first two absorption bands have the same origin as 

respective absorption bands in 1 and should therefore be attributed to π-π* transitions, 

whereas the latter is a shoulder of the n-π* transition in phenothiazine. The emission 

spectrum of 2, which shows blue fluorescence, hardly changes with solvent polarity, 

suggesting no involvement of charge transfer states. Such a behaviour is a result of its 

D-D-D structure where neither carbazole nor phenothiazine show pronounced acceptor 

properties. 
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In fact, both compounds show blue fluorescence in diluted toluene solution. 

Interestingly, they show significantly different photoluminescence quantum yield 

(PLQY). PLQY in a degassed toluene solution of 1 (PL = 0.79) is much larger than the 

value obtained for 2 (PL = 0.05). Phenothiazine moiety induces high triplet formation 

yield in 2 which therefore leads to a low PL in solution. Interestingly, 

photoluminescence of 2 when doped in polymer films (PL = 0.05) in the presence of 

air is very similar to toluene solution. However, in vacuum the emission spectrum 

reveals additional band which in turn causes a rise in the photoluminescence quantum 

yield (PL = 0.58) (Figure 4.4). Oxygen normally quenches long-lived triplet states, 

therefore, the difference in photoluminescence between air and vacuum is due to long-

lived phosphorescence emission from the triplet state. 

A typical TADF emitter with a D-A-D structure usually shows featureless, pure CT 

emission when dispersed in OLED matrix7,41,73–77. However, 1 shows a narrow, resolved 

photoluminescence in OLED host (Figure 4.3c), suggesting a mixed CT + LE nature of 

the emissive state. The full width at half maximum FWHM = 54 nm, is among the 

smallest values for TADF molecules. Identical FWHM and spectrum is observed in 

electroluminescence (see below Figure 4.10a, Dev 1). It is worth of notice that 

comparably small FWHM values are only observed for deep blue emission, i.e. FWHM 

= 46 nm.91 The appearance of narrower spectra in deep blue emitters are due to their 

wavelength scale representation, instead of being presented in cm-1, this causes the 

spectra in the blue to appear narrower and being broader in red. To avoid this effect the 

emission spectra should be presented in cm-1 or eV which would be more correct in 

comparing different colour emissions (such as blue and red). Unfortunately, FWHM 

values are usually reported in nanometers, and this convention is followed here. In the 

light of that conclusion it is stated that FWHM of 54 nm is extremely low in comparison 

with typical values observed in the range of sky-blue TADF emitters (100-150 nm92–95). 

The low FWHM value is important for luminescence colour purity in practical 
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applications, such as in Samsung Galaxy cell phones.17 It is worth to note that some 

recently developed TADF emitters, exploiting B-N multiple resonance effect17 show 

much narrower emission with FWHM = 28 nm. However, those emitters are based in a 

completely different molecular design, and present no CT properties. Unfortunately, 

although the devices showed high EQE of 20.2% the maximum device brightness was 

extremely low, and the OLEDs have also shown a pronounced efficiency roll-off.  

 

Figure 4.5 Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of the molecules doped into 

Zeonex and BCbmPy. All spectra recorded either in vacuum (at 295 K and above) or in 

nitrogen (at 80 K). λex = 355 nm. 

Compound 1 shows similarly narrow photoluminescence spectrum in toluene, Zeonex 

and in the OLED host. This means 1 is not significantly susceptible to the 

polarity/polarizability of the environment as a result of its weak CT nature. However, 1 
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shows a batochromic shift in the OLED host respective to toluene and Zeonex. In 

toluene solution or in Zeonex 1 shows blue fluorescence with a maximum at ≈ 450 nm, 

while the emission in BCbmPy is red shifted with a maximum at ≈ 470 nm. The 

reasons for the red shift are given later in the text. Therefore, only in a strong polar 

medium, such as ethanol, the charge transfer state in 1 gives a broad, featureless 

emission spectrum.  

As mentioned previously, molecule 2 is a room temperature phosphor (Figure 4.4, 

Figure 4.5). The phosphorescence of molecule 2 is so strong that it constitutes 91 % of 

the total emission in Zeonex and over 60 % in BCbmPy, at room temperature in a 

vacuum. This suggests that the triplet formation yield of 2 is very high as for a metal-

free molecule. Due to the relatively low oxygen permeability of BCbmPy a trace of 

phosphorescence is visible even in air (Figure 4.4). However, more intense 

phosphorescence is observed in Zeonex than in BCbmPy due to a better suppression of 

non-radiative decay in the polymer film. 
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Figure 4.6. a) Phosphorescence spectra of 1  at 80 K recorded using various laser pulse 

energy (delay 10 ms). Delayed fluorescence shows supralinear laser pulse dependence 

which indicates triplet-triplet annihilation; b) Time-resolved spectra of 1 recorded at 

295 K. The emission spectrum gradually loses the vibronic structure with time delay. 

RTP – room temperature phosphorescence. λex = 355 nm. 

4.2.2 Time-resolved photoluminescence study 

Time-resolved spectra of 1 in solid state (Figure 4.5 a and b) stay in agreement with the 

steady-state spectra presented above. Prompt and delayed fluorescence in Zeonex do 

overlap. Not only TADF is observed, but RTP is present also and forms a shoulder on 

the red edge of the spectrum. No changes to the prompt and delayed fluorescence 

spectra can be observed over time, therefore, the system is rather not complicated to 

describe. Singlet S1 = 2.96 eV and triplet T1 = 2.54 eV energy can be derived from 

prompt fluorescence and phosphorescence onsets. From these values a large singlet-

triplet splitting ΔES-T = 0.42 eV is calculated. Interestingly, 1 doped in BCbmPy 

exhibits more complicated photophysical behaviour. As the prompt and delayed 

fluorescence spectra do not overlap perfectly. This suggests that prompt and delayed 

fluorescence originate from molecules with different surrounding or conformation. 

Most probably, delayed fluorescence originates mostly from molecules with more 

relaxed conformation, whereas prompt fluorescence originates from molecules prior to 

their conformational relaxation (Figure 4.6b). Other observations are rather similar to 

the features seen in Zeonex films. Also here an insignificant contribution of room 
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temperature phosphorescence can be observed. Interestingly, even at temperatures as 

low as 80 K, there is still a small portion of delayed fluorescence present as a shoulder 

between 450-500 nm (Figure 4.5b). Laser fluence experiment (Figure 4.6a) indicates 

clearly a supralinear power dependence, therefore, this emission can be attributed 

mostly to triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA). It is clear that at higher doping 

concentrations (such as 10% in solid film) molecules are relatively close to each other 

and are able to diffuse and collide even at low temperature. Such interaction of two 

molecules in triplet state leads to triplet fusion.   

Phosphorescence spectra of 1 observed in Zeonex and in BCbmPy show identical 

vibronic structure (Figure 4.5 a and b). Interestingly, the triplet emission in the OLED 

host is visibly red-shifted, consistent with a lower triplet energy of 1 in BCbmPy than 

in Zeonex. Both singlet S1 = 2.83 eV and triplet T1 = 2.43 eV energy in BCbmPy doped 

film are shifted by almost the same value, relative to Zeonex, resulting in nearly 

identical ΔES-T = 0.40 eV as in the polymer. Simultaneous decrease in S1 and T1 energy 

in BCbmPy is related most likely with a π-π interaction between the host and the 

dopant. It affects both the triplet and the singlet as both bear a partially delocalized 

character. This interaction is not present in Zeonex as this polymer is fully aliphatic. 

Taking into account experimental errors in the determination of singlet-triplet energy 

gaps, usually in a range of  ± 0.03-0.05 eV, the two singlet-triplet energy gaps (in 

Zeonex and BCbmPy) can be considered as identical within the margin of error. The 

presence of both RTP and TADF is due to a large singlet-triplet energy gap in this 

material ΔEST ≈ 0.4 eV. Basically, the reverse intersystem crossing rate (RISC) is not 

fast enough to efficiently compete with the decay rates of the triplet state, hence harvest 

all triplet states by the way of TADF, therefore, a small population of molecules are 

able to decay radiatively from the triplet state by emitting phosphorescence. 

The time-resolved spectra of 2 when dispersed in Zeonex (Figure 4.5 c and d) show the 

energy of singlet S1 = 3.02 eV and triplet T1 = 2.56 eV states to be close to the 
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respective values observed in 1. Moreover, the singlet-triplet energy splitting is also 

similar, ΔES-T = 0.46 eV. It is worth to note that in both hosts (Zeonex and BCbmPy) 

the phosphorescence of 2 is blue-shifted at low temperature. This suggests that 2 shows 

some kind of rigidochromism. The molecular motion causing this effect is considered to 

be related to fast interconversion between H-intra and H-extra like conformers of 

phenothiazine or with thermal oscillation of the most stable conformer.41,43,69,96,97 It has 

been observed that the existence of these two conformers may affect the photophysics 

of phenothiazine based molecules,41,69,97 however in non-substituted phenothiazines, 

where the barrier for conformer interconversion is relatively small, this is unlikely.96 In 

2, the N-n-butyl group causes insignificant steric hindrance, thus insufficient to pose 

any energy barrier large enough to obstruct the H-intra / H-extra interconversion. In 

such a situation the high energy conformer is quickly interconverted to the most stable 

counterpart and thus only one ground state conformer is observed in the photophysics. 

By comparing 1 and 2 it is not entirely clear why 1 shows TADF emission whereas 2 

does not. Why in 1 the phosphorescence at room temperature is very weak, but in 2 it is 

much stronger than fluorescence? Why is there any TADF in 1 at all? One can argue 

that the reason is the difference between the nature of the respective emissive states: In 

1 this is a CT+LE state, whereas in 2 it is a nπ* state. In 1 the CT+LE singlet is coupled 

to a partially delocalized 3ππ* state located on acridone, giving optimal conditions for 

RISC, except for the large ΔES-T. In 2, however, the triplet state is located on the 

phenothiazine moiety. This is confirmed by previous literature data (i.e. the carbazole 

triplet is located at ca. 3 eV),98,99 and the phosphorescence of 2 is also very similar in 

energy and spectrum shape to the phosphorescence of phenothiazine itself40, however 

slightly red-shifted, probably due to the effect of substitution with carbazole units, 

which causes partial delocalization of the triplet state, as in molecule 1 (described 

below).  
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It can be concluded from the steady-state spectra (Figure 4.3 b and d) that the singlet 

state in 2 has major nπ* character. On the other hand the triplet state is short-lived, and 

thus indicates nπ* character too. Obviously, a direct transition between 1nπ* and 3nπ* 

should be very slow due to their similar orbital geometry, therefore there must be at 

least one upper 3ππ* state which acts as an intermediate energy level to explain fast 

intersystem crossing in 2. A potential candidate for such a state is a carbazole 3ππ* local 

triplet state. This is not a typical configuration for a TADF emitter (i.e. no CT states), 

however, high phosphorescence intensity and low fluorescence quantum yield suggest a 

moderate spin-orbit coupling and relatively fast intersystem crossing (ISC). RISC and 

ISC represent in fact the same spin flip process occurring between the low S1 level and 

higher energy levels of the triplet state, which only proceed in different directions. 

Therefore, if ISC is fast, RISC should be too. However, the total RISC rate should 

include an endothermic step where the low energy triplet states are first upconverted to 

higher energy vibrational levels, from where they are converted in singlet states. The 

entire rate may thus be limited by a significant energy barrier, and follows an Arrhenius 

relation. For this reason RISC is slower than ISC. 

In terms of their possible TADF properties the molecule general structural concept, such 

as D-A-D or D-D-D, is almost irrelevant. It is much easier to design a donor-acceptor 

TADF emitter than a non-CT TADF emitter. However, TADF properties have been 

found in numerous molecules with no D-A or D-A-D structures and with no CT states, 

including D-D-D systems.78,100–102  

The prompt fluorescence of 1 is very strong and relatively long-lived which suggests 

slow ISC. Large singlet-triplet splitting on the other hand implies also a slow RISC rate, 

in fact the delayed fluorescence lifetime reaches 26 ms in Zeonex (Table 1). This is 

surprisingly comparable with the RTP lifetime of 2 which is 23 ± 1 ms. Speaking about 

RTP and TADF lifetimes at room temperature it is important to consider also the 

phosphorescence lifetime at low temperature (i.e. 80 K), to observe the effects of 
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reduced thermal energy and suppression of non-radiative decay. The long 

phosphorescence lifetime of 1 at 80 K 0.5 ± 0.2 s, indicates a slow non-radiative 

deactivation rate of the triplet state at low temperature and that the T1 radiative rate is 

also slow. On the other hand, the phosphorescence lifetime of 2  at 80 K is only 38 ± 2 

ms. From these observations we conclude that the slow deactivation of the triplet state 

directly to the ground state in 1 is the main cause for the observation of TADF in this 

compound. This is because a long-lived triplet state gives enough time for RISC to 

compete and being able to harvest triplet states. On the other hand, 2 shows a short 

phosphorescence lifetime, even at 80 K, which indicates the triplet state is significantly 

affected by a fast radiative rate, and probably also by a faster non-radiative rate. This 

fast deactivation of the triplet state directly to ground state in 2 quenches TADF as the 

slow RISC rate (due to a large ΔES-T = 0.46 eV) is not able to compete and very little (if 

any) triplets are harvested through TADF. Therefore, these results show that a lowest 

3ππ* triplet state is more suitable for a TADF emitter than a 3nπ* if the ΔES-T is large. 

It is therefore concluded that TADF emitters with wide energy gap, like 1, must exhibit 

long phosphorescence lifetime, which is significantly longer than the TADF lifetime at 

room temperature. On the other hand, short phosphorescence lifetime at room 

temperature kills TADF as efficient RISC in these conditions is impossible. These 

observations, however may seem obvious, are rarely taken into account. As TADF and 

RTP are in fact two sides of the same coin it is not only the ΔES-T which makes the 

material a TADF emitter or not. The lifetime of the triplet state at room temperature is 

also very important.  

What in fact really decides whether a molecule is suitable to be a TADF or a RTP 

emitter is the competition between the RISC rate constant and the rate constants that 

control the deactivation of the lowest triplet state directly to the ground state (including 

both radiative and non-radiative decay). A long triplet state lifetime allows TADF while 

a short lifetime quenches the triplet population and stops TADF. In most situations, a 
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short triplet lifetime is caused by a fast non-radiative decay and in this situation, the 

molecule will show only fluorescence. However, if the short triplet lifetime is due to a 

fast radiative decay, RTP is observed as it is in 2. All emitters with sufficiently long 

phosphorescence lifetime in relation to the RISC rate have potential to show TADF, 

regardless of their structure. 

It has been also observed that the phosphorescence spectra of D-A or D-A-D molecules 

with limited D-A conjugation are identical or very similar to the phosphorescence 

spectrum of their donor or acceptor units.40,77,103 However, in some cases the 

phosphorescence of such molecules is red-shifted or distorted in relation to the 

phosphorescence of the donor or acceptor units due to the effect of partial 

conjugation.77,104 Carbazole phosphorescence has already been described in 

literature98,99 and its triplet level energy is roughly equal to 3 eV. Moreover, the 

vibronic structure of the carbazole phosphorescence spectrum is different from that 

observed in 1 (Figure 4.5 a and b). On the other hand, the phosphorescence of N-

substituted acridone-containing molecules63 has a similar vibronic structure to the 

spectrum reported in this work. The triplet energy of those molecules is also higher (2.8 

eV) than in the case presented here (2.54 eV). It appears therefore that the electron-

donating carbazole moieties in 1 red-shift the acridone phosphorescence spectrum (i.e. 

decrease the triplet state energy) by conjugating with the central acridone unit. The 

impact of C-substitution, so extended conjugation, on acridone is also observed in the 

absorption spectrum. Absorption bands of 2,6-substituted64 acridone derivatives are 

completely different from the characteristic absorption bands seen in the unsubstituted 

acridone, which are not visible in the spectra of the derivatives. This shows that 2,6-

substituted acridone (with carbazole, in this work, or diphenylamine64) is partially 

conjugated with its attached donor moieties. 
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Figure 4.7 a), b) Photoluminescence decay of 1 at various temperatures; c) d) 

Temperature and power dependence of 1 emission in Zeonex and BCbmPy. λex = 355 

nm. 

Delayed fluorescence of 1 shows clear temperature dependence in both Zeonex and 

BCbmPy matrices (Figure 4.7 a, b, c). Interestingly, the effect of temperature on the 

decay profile seems to be negligible below 250K. This behaviour is caused by the 

phosphorescence emission, which increases in intensity at low temperatures.  As 

expected, the prompt fluorescence in either host is almost not affected by the 

temperature change, and shows similar lifetime, close to 10 ns, in all hosts. On the other 

hand, the lifetime of the delayed fluorescence is remarkably long: 26.8 ± 0.7 ms in 

Zeonex and 10.2 ± 0.5 ms in the OLED host. This is also a result of the large singlet-

triplet energy splitting which results in a slow RISC rate. The power dependence of the 
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delayed fluorescence in both matrices is shown in Figure 4.7d. A linear dependence is 

clearly observed in both cases, indicating that the TADF mechanism is dominant at 

room temperature. Additionally, the power dependence experiment was performed also 

at 350 K in Zeonex matrix, showing that the mechanism remains unchanged. 

The temperature dependence of the delayed fluorescence in 1 is especially interesting 

(Figure 4.7 a, b, c). 1 in Zeonex shows TADF activation energy Ea = 0.35 ± 0.04 eV 

which is within the experimental error identical to the value of ΔEST. Interestingly, 1 

behaves differently in BCbmPy host as the activation energy is reduced to only 

0.16±0.01 eV which is much lower than the ΔEST = 0.40 eV recorded in this case. The 

reduced activation energy of 1 in BCbmPy explains the high OLED EQE (Figure 

4.10). The divergence between Ea and ΔEST, however typical, has not been fully 

explained yet. One possible explanation is a specific alignment of upper triplet states, 

which couple with both T1 and S1, reducing the actual size of the energy barrier.74 

Table 4.1 Spectroscopic properties of 1 and 2 in zeonex and toluene. 

Comp. Matrix 

/ 

solvent 

λabs, 

nma 

λem, 

nmb 

ΦPL 
c τPF, nsd τDF, 

mse 

τPH, 

msf 

S1
 / T1, 

eVg 

ΔEST, 

eVh 

1 toluene 323, 

413 

469 0.79 14 ± 2 - - - - 

Zeonex 293, 

326, 

407 

451 0.95 9.1 ± 

0.6 

26.8 ± 

0.7 

500 ± 

200 (80 

K) 

2.96 / 

2.54 

0.42 

2 toluene 327, 

338 

441, 

462 

0.05 1.81 ± 

0.02 

- - - - 

Zeonex 241, 

294, 

328, 

340 

439, 

532 

0.58 1.96 ± 

0.02 

- 23 ± 1 

(295 K) 

38 ± 2 

(80 K) 

3.02 / 

2.56 

0.46 

a absorption maxima; b photoluminescence maxima; c ΦPL photoluminescence quantum yield in specified 

solvent/matrix  in oxygen-free conditions; d prompt fluorescence lifetime; e delayed fluorescence lifetime; 

f phosphorescence lifetime; g singlet and triplet energy; h singlet-triplet energy splitting. 
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Figure 4.8 Photoluminescence decay of 1 and 2 in various matrices and solvents at 

room temperature. λex = 355 nm. 

The photoluminescence decays of 1 and 2 are very similar in both Zeonex and 

BCbmPy. However, in BCbmPy the Ea is reduced for 1, so this improves its 

performance in the OLED host relative to Zeonex. Both hosts are relatively rigid, thus 

they effectively suppress non-radiative decay. As expected, the delayed fluorescence in 

1 and RTP in 2 can only be observed in solid films (Figure 4.8). In solutions, the 

emitter-solvent interactions, such as collisions, deactivate the triplet excited state, 

therefore no TADF, or RTP, can be observed. This is because the radiative lifetime of 

these molecules is very long, thus intermolecular collisions are able to quench long-

lived triplet states well before they undergo a radiative transition or RISC. 
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Figure 4.9. Phosphorescence spectra of 2 10% in BCbmPy recorded at various laser 

pulse energy. A tail at ca. 450 nm decreases at small powers indicating supralinear 

power dependence, which suggests triplet-triplet annihilation. λex = 355 nm. 

The prompt fluorescence lifetime of 1 in toluene solution (τ = 14 ± 2 ns) is slightly 

larger than in the solid state  (τ = 9.1 ± 0.6 ns in Zeonex, τ = 9.3 ± 0.4 ns in BCbmPy). 

Even longer lifetime τ = 18 ± 2 ns is observed in ethanol solution, where the emission 

has purely CT character. 

On the other hand, 2 shows short-lived fluorescence both in Zeonex and toluene (1.81 ± 

0.02 ns and 1.96 ± 0.02 ns, respectively), which is due to a fast intersystem crossing. 

Phosphorescence of 2 in Zeonex has a lifetime of only 23 ± 1 ms, which increases at 80 

K to 38 ± 2 ms. Such a short phosphorescence lifetime confirms a strong nπ* character 

to the triplet state and moderate spin-orbit coupling. 

In both doped BCbmPy films weak triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) is observed 

(Figure 4.9). This is likely associated with the higher doping concentration used in 

BCbmPy (10 %) compared to Zeonex (1 %) where this phenomenon does not appear. 

In BCbmPy films doped with 1 the TTA emission is observed only at low temperatures 

(Figure 4.6a) as at RT, the TADF dominates. 
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Figure 4.10 Characteristics of OLED devices fabricated using emitters and host 

presented in this work: a) electroluminescence spectra; b) EQE – current density 

characteristics; c) current density / brightness – voltage characteristics; d) schematic of 

device structures. Note: device 1 has been fabricated and characterised by P. Data. 

4.2.3 OLED devices 

OLED devices were fabricated with 1 and 2 as dopants (Figure 4.10). In order to 

confine the hole and electron in the emitting layer, thus maximizing the chances for 

charge recombination, a structure of ITO/NPB (40 nm)/TAPC (10 nm)/BCbmPy co 

10% dopant (20 nm)/TPBi (60 nm)/LiF (1 nm)/Al(100 nm)  was used. The devices 

show turn on voltage of 4 V (dopant 1) and 4.6 V (dopant 2) at 1 cd m-2. The efficiency 

of devices is dictated by the PL of the respective dopant. High EQE of 8.2 % in Dev 1 

is due to triplet harvesting due to TADF. It is worth to note the narrow 

electroluminescence spectrum of Dev 1 with small FWHM = 53 nm, one of the smallest 
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values among D-A or D-A-D TADF emitters. Dev 2, in fact, should also benefit from 

triplet harvesting in molecule 2, at least by TTA or by emission of phosphorescence. 

Unfortunately phosphorescence is not observed, likely due to operative triplet-

quenching processes, i.e. TTA or triplet-polaron annihilation, that are promoted by the 

long-lived phosphorescence. As a result the maximal EQE of the device reaches only 

0.5 %. High triplet formation yield of 2 in the presence of triplet quenching processes 

results in small EQE as all of the triplet states remain non-emissive.  

4.3 Conclusions 

Two molecules with very similar and large ΔEST but absolutely different properties have 

been investigated. It was found that the reason for molecule 1 to be a TADF emitter and 

the 2 a RTP emitter lies in the difference of their triplet lifetime due to their different 

radiative rate constants. Therefore, the triplet state lifetime determines the performance 

of the TADF emitter, as well as the ΔEST. A good TADF emitter must show a triplet 

lifetime that is long enough to allow the RISC rate to compete with the rate of triplet 

decay to the ground-state. Molecule 2 shows prominent phosphorescent properties, with 

very high (90 %) phosphorescence contribution at room temperature due to its high 

triplet radiative rate constant. 

The phosphorescent molecule 2 performs in a device with just 0.5 % EQE and with only 

the fluorescence band being visible in the electroluminescence spectrum. On the other 

hand, the TADF emitter 1 gave an efficient device with 8.2 % EQE and well-resolved, 

narrow electroluminescence with FWHM = 53 nm, which is an exceptionally low value 

for a TADF emitter. The device was also much brighter than the previously reported by 

Hatakeyama,17 with FWHM = 28 nm, established by using multiple resonance effects in 

a TADF emitter. The design of new, efficient TADF emitters with narrow emission 

spectrum is an inevitable development pathway in the field, especially if the materials 

are meant to be used for display applications. This work presents a novel blue emitter 
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with narrow electroluminescence spectrum based on an acridone acceptor used in D-A-

D configuration for the first time to obtain TADF.  
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5 Investigation of triplet harvesting in excitonic states of 

platinum metal complexes 

 

The material contained within this chapter has been published as: 

P. Pander, R. Bulmer, R. Martinscroft, S. Thompson, F. W. Lewis, T. J. Penfold, F. B. 

Dias and V. N. Kozhevnikov, Inorg. Chem., 2018, 57, 3825–3832. 

 

 

5.1 Introduction 

Upon discovery of the new class of OLED emitters – TADF’s – the fate of the metal 

complexes seemed to be determined.5 However, as they remain a very promising option 

for orange, red and NIR emission they are still being intensively researched.14,37,105–107 

Platinum(II) and iridium(III) metal complexes have found a profound role in vacuum-

deposited and solution-processed OLEDs due to short phosphorescence lifetimes and 

high PLQY. Although Pt(II) and Ir(III) are the most common, the luminescent 

complexes are not only limited to them as metals such as copper, gold or silver can also 

be used.39,108,109 Due to mixing of the d orbital of the metal centre with π-orbital(s) of 

the ligand(s) a strong spin-orbit coupling effect is produced and therefore the direct 

transition from the T1 state to the ground S0 state, which is forbidden by spin, becomes 

partially allowed. Similarly it does happen to the S1 → T1 transition, thus upon light 

excitation intersystem crossing in such systems is usually virtually 100% efficient and 

very fast (<1 ns). Finally, such metal complexes typically show short phosphorescence 

lifetimes and any fluorescence emission arising from the system is highly unlikely.105,106 

These properties make them suitable for OLEDs as, firstly, they are able to harvest both 

the 25% of singlets and 75% of triplets effectively as electrophosphorescence, and 

secondly, they do it showing a short-lived phosphorescence (usually ~ μs lifetime). 
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Short-lived phosphorescence allows reducing effects of electroluminescence-quenching 

processes that affect efficiency and roll-off. 

In this chapter newly synthesized ONNO (indication of coordinating centres, O-oxygen, 

N-nitrogen) tetradentate (so that one ligand bounds the metal centre with four 

coordinating centres altogether) complexes are studied. Small modifications affecting 

their solubility and emission colour have been made to the structure of the ligands. In 

this chapter platinum(II) complexes are investigated as exciton yellow-green/orange 

OLED emitters. The work shows how potentially insignificant changes to the structure 

of the molecules affect their solubility and luminescent properties.  

In order to aim for low-cost OLED fabrication methods, techniques such as inkjet or 

slot-die printing are preferred. Optimization of these methods for a specific material is 

usually very complicated, therefore preliminary tests and research is performed using 

spin-coated devices. Owing to the good solubility of these complexes in chlorinated 

solvents, they can be used to produce cost-efficient solution-processed OLEDs. 

 

Figure 5.1. Structures of Pt(II) complexes characterised in this work. Note: the 

molecules have been synthesized by the group of V. N. Kozhevnikov. 
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5.2 Results and discussion 

5.2.1 Solution state photophysics 

Small changes in the ligand structure between 1 and 2 cause noticeable differences in 

the properties of the complexes. For example, in toluene solution, 2a, which is an 

isomer of 1a differing only by the position of the cyclopentene ring, has a more blue-

shifted emission spectrum relative to 1a. A similar trend is observed in 1b and 2b.  

The photoluminescence spectra in solution (Figure 5.2a) are nearly featureless and 

relatively broad, but when dispersed in a rigid and non-polar polymer (Zeonex), the 

spectra show more resolved vibronic structure (Figure 5.2c). Interestingly, the 

phosphorescence spectra of each pair of analogues in Zeonex (1a and 1b, 2a and 2b) are 

nearly identical, although they differ in solution. This indicates that the difference in the 

emission colour of tert-butylated and non-substituted analogues is mostly a result of 

additional vibrational/rotational modes in tert-butylated molecules and the electron-

donating effect of this group is less important.  

At 77 K all four complexes display well resolved, blue-shifted emission (relatively to 

their room temperature emissions). In all cases the 0-0 transition is the strongest in the 

spectrum. Within each group of complexes (1a and 1b, 2a and 2b), the low temperature 

phosphorescence spectra show a very similar shape with identical vibronic structure, but 

the analogues with tert-butyl groups (1b, 2b) give more red-shifted spectra in 

comparison with their counterparts 1a and 2a. This is in fact an indication that the 

electronic effect of the tert-butyl group is significative. In general, a notable 

rigidochromism is observed in these complexes showing that the molecules are 

susceptible to intramolecular motion and interactions at room temperature. In both 

series, the introduction of the tert-butyl group reduces the luminescence quantum yield, 

PL, which is probably due to the larger number of vibrational/rotational modes present. 

Molecules with cyclopentene rings on the outer periphery of the bipyridine moiety (2a, 

2b) show larger PL than that of the corresponding isomers (1a, 1b). 
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This argument is supported by the phosphorescence lifetime measurements. In toluene 

solution, 2a shows the longest phosphorescence lifetime, whereas 1b shows the 

shortest. Smaller phosphorescence time constants in 1b and 2b are also found compared 

to their corresponding analogues 1a and 2a. We attribute the shorter phosphorescence 

lifetime of 1b and 2b relative to their analogues 1a and 2b to the increased non-

radiative decay. All decay profiles recorded in toluene are perfectly monoexponential as 

shown in Figure 5.2b. The photophysical properties of the complexes 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b 

are summarized in Table 5.1.  

 

Figure 5.2 Photophysical characterisation of Pt-complexes: a) absorption and 

phosphorescence spectra in toluene at room temperature, λexc = 400 nm; b) 

phosphorescence decay in toluene at room temperature, λexc = 355 nm; c) 

Phosphorescence spectra in Zeonex 480 at room temperature, λexc = 400 nm; d) 

phosphorescence spectra in ethanol glass at 77 K, λexc = 400 nm. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of the photophysical properties of the complexes. 

 Absorption Emission 

λabs, nm (ε  10-4, M-1 cm-1)a λem, 

nmb 

τ, µsc PL
d λem, 

nme 

τ, µsf 

Solvent Toluene Toluene Zeonex  480 

1a 541 (0.22), 509 (0.31), 478 

(0.27), 417 (0.80), 329 

(1.85), 308 (2.12) 

624 1.76 ± 0.08 0.24 580 7.6 ± 0.4 

2a 527 (0.17), 489 (0.27), 399 

(0.85), 320 (1.80) 

593 2.98 ± 0.14 0.34 564 5.5 ± 0.4 

1b 564 (0.30), 523 (0.38), 488 

(0.30), 436 (1.02), 335 

(2.20), 310 (2.61) 

646 0.93 ± 0.04 0.12 589 5.4 ± 0.2 

2b 547 (0.15), 506 (0.26), 470 

(0.30), 410 (0.80), 323 

(1.57) 

610 1.42 ± 0.18 0.25 572 4.8 ± 0.4 

a Absorption band wavelength and absorption coefficient with ±15% error; b Emission maxima in toluene; 
c Phosphorescence lifetime at room temperature in degassed solution; d Photoluminescence quantum yield 

in degassed solution with ±15% error; e Emission maxima in Zeonex polymer; f
 Phosphorescence lifetime 

in Zeonex in vacuum. 

 

5.2.2 Solid state photophysics 

 

Figure 5.3. Photoluminescence decay of 0.1 % Zeonex films at 295 K, λexc = 355 nm. 

The photoluminescence decay of 0.1 % loaded Zeonex films is very simple (Figure 

5.3). Zeonex as a neutral matrix does not complicate any luminescence processes thus 

phosphorescence of these metal complexes decays monoexponentially in this host. 

Behaviour of phosphor-doped PVK:PBD blends is more complicated than Zeonex films 
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(Figure 5.4). It is worth noting that the 355 nm excitation is absorbed mostly by the 

host, so the effects observed in there, are complicated by the energy transfer processes 

between host and guest. The behaviour of 5% 1a, 1b films is relatively simple (Figure 

5.5) as due to the higher doping concentration almost all excitons from the host are 

transferred to the dopant by FRET, leaving almost no triplet excitons in the host (ISC in 

the host is slower than FRET). Only a weak host fluorescence can be observed in 1b : 

PVK:PBD blend. In this case a short-lived fluorescence decay of the host, and the 

dopant phosphorescence with a monoexponential decay is observed. The 

photoluminescence decay of these blends at 80K is slightly more complicated than at 

295K. The Phosphor’s luminescence exponential decay is slower and more host 

fluorescence is observed at early (<100 ns) times. Additionally, a weak, long-lived 

emission which does not clearly fit to an exponential expression becomes observable. It 

is likely that the same phenomenon is observed in 2a, and 2b blends with PVK:PBD 

with much lower amplitude (see text below for details). 

 

Figure 5.4. Photoluminescence decay of doped PVK:PBD (60:40) films at 295 K, λexc = 

355 nm. 

The host fluorescence is more intense in blends of PVK:PBD doped with 2a, and 2b 

due to the low doping concentration. Moreover, due to ineffective quenching of hosts’ 

singlet states, intersystem crossing (ISC) occurs, giving rise to formation of long-lived 

triplet states in the host matrix. Short-lived host fluorescence (exponential decay) is 
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recorded in short time regime (<100 ns), followed by the exponential decay of the 

phosphor luminescence in the microsecond time range. This exponential regime is then 

followed by a power law decay region with the same emission pattern as in the 

exponential part of the decay. The power law decay is assigned to an effect of the 

excited states being stored by the host and slowly being transferred to the dopant, 

therefore, creating a distance-distribution of the energy transfer rate constant that 

induces the power law regime. This is because dopant molecules are too far away from 

each other and so the triplet states of host molecules must migrate to be quenched by the 

emitter. This process is dependent upon molecular motion, therefore becomes slower at 

low temperature. The exponential decay of the dopant also becomes slower at lower 

temperature. A power law decay that is identical to the case reported here was earlier 

observed in electroluminescence.3 Further studies in exciplexes (see Chapter 7) have 

shown this phenomenon to be universal and likely to be due to the presence of 

bimolecular charge recombination of free charge carriers appearing as a result of 

exciton/exciplex dissociation.  
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Figure 5.5. Photoluminescence decay of PVK:PBD (60:40) doped films at 295 and 80 

K, λexc = 355 nm. Decay at 295 K is fitted with monoexponential and power law 

expressions. Power law expression used for fitting: y = axb, where a and b are fitting 

parameters, while x is time and y is photoluminescence intensity. “Power law:” denotes 

the exponent b of the fit. Note: error limits not available. 

 

5.2.3 Electrochemistry 

Cyclic voltammetry studies on the complexes 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b show that all 

compounds behave similarly and show a reversible reduction that involves the N^N 

(bipyridine) ligands. Oxidation of the complexes is however irreversible. In this case the 

behaviour of 1a and 2a is nearly identical, this is also observed for their tert-butylated 

analogues 1b and 2b (Figure 3). This proves that oxidation of these complexes involves 

the phenyl rings of the O^O ligand, as the alkyl substitution of this moiety changes the 
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electro-oxidation signal pattern, meaning that the alkyl-substituted and non-alkyl-

substituted complexes undergo different chemical reactions upon oxidation. The 

complexes show very similar oxidation and reduction potentials. However, 2a and 2b 

show larger electrochemical energy gap (0.05-0.07 eV), which explains the observed 

blue shift of their emission in comparison to the other two molecules. The results are 

summarised in Table 5.2. 

 

Figure 5.6 Electrochemical oxidation and reduction cycles of the investigated 

complexes recorded with cyclic voltammetry at 0.05 V s-1 scan rate in 0.1 M 

Bu4NBF4/DCM supporting electrolyte. Note the results for 2b were recorded at lower 

concentration due to its limited solubility. 

Table 5.2 Electrochemical properties of the investigated complexes. Note all potentials 

are relative to the standard potential of ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple. 

Complex Eox
CV, Va Ered

CV, Vb IP, eVc EA, eVd Eg
el, eVe 

1 a 0.40 -1.92 5.50 3.18 2.32 

2 a 0.44 -1.95 5.54 3.15 2.39 

1 b 0.40 -1.92 5.50 3.18 2.32 

2 b 0.40 -1.97 5.50 3.13 2.37 
aOnset oxidation potential recorded with cyclic voltammetry; bOnset reduction potential 

recorded with cyclic voltammetry; cIonization potential  IP = Eox
CV + 5.111; dElectron 

affinity EA = Ered
CV + 5.1; eElectrochemical energy gap Eg

el = IP – EA. IP, EA 

correspond to HOMO and LUMO energy, respectively, and are used as their estimates. 
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5.3 OLED Fabrication and Characterization 

Solution-processed devices were fabricated from the complexes 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b using 

chlorobenzene solutions of mixed host (PVK + PBD) and dopant. The dopant 

concentration was limited in some cases due to the poor solubility of some of the 

complexes in chlorobenzene, for this reason, toluene could not be used as a solvent; 

except for 1a which was dissolved in toluene to produce a device with 5% dopant 

concentration. Devices of 1a in toluene have shown similar performances to the 

presented chlorobenzene-based OLEDs. The poor solubility of complexes 2a and 2b 

resulted in a limited dopant concentration (1% and 3%, respectively). This is likely to 

decrease the efficiency of host to dopant energy transfer (due to limited Förster & 

Dexter radius) and cause problems with direct charge injection to the dopant, which in 

turn decreases the efficiency of the device. This is clearly the problem in devices 

containing 2a, and it is also shown in the photophysical study where in the case of 

PVK:PBD films with low doping concentration (complexes 2a and 2b) another (see 

Figure 5.4), slower mechanism for energy transfer is observed (i.e. limited by hole-

electron pair recombination110). When the photophysical data are compared with the 

electroluminescence spectra it becomes clear that in OLEDs direct charge injection to 

the dopant is the dominating process, while the energy transfer from the host to the 

guest is less predominant. On the other hand, energy transfer governs the 

photoluminescence in PVK:PBD mixed host. It is important to note that for this reason 

the efficiency of the OLED devices is slightly larger than it would be expected from the 

photophysics. 
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Figure 5.7 Characteristics of the OLED devices produced from 1a, 1b, 2a and 2b: a) 

electroluminescence spectra; b) external quantum efficiency (EQE) vs. current density; 

c) J-V curves; d) brightness vs. bias. The insets are photographs of the working devices. 

The inset in figure b) shows the device architecture. 

All the compounds perform well as dopants in OLEDs (Figure 5.7) giving 

electroluminescence from yellow-green to orange that is in full agreement with the 

photophysical results. All dopants except 1b give efficient devices with EQE of 8.4-

10.4% and satisfactory current efficiency of 22.3-24.9 cd A-1. The brightness of these 

devices reached up to 7000 cd m-2 in the case of 1a, while the device derived from 1b 

shows the lowest brightness of 2500 cd m-2. The turn-on voltage is in the typical range 

for the OLED structure used with a PVK:PBD host.18 The OLEDs based on 1b perform 

worse than the others, including lower efficiency and visibly higher optical turn-on 

voltage.  
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Due to the higher photoluminescence quantum yield both in doped film and in solution, 

the 2a-based OLED was expected to have a higher maximum EQE and in general to 

outperform the 1a-based OLED. However, the low solubility of the complex imposed 

limitations in doping concentration, and the device with 2a as the dopant (1%) is 

therefore less efficient than the device incorporating 1a (5%). The yellowish 

electroluminescence of devices 1 and 3 is close to that of candlelight, while device 2 has 

a more green and device 4 a more red electroluminescence. The colorimetric 

coordinates in the CIE 1931 colour space of a typical candle (0.52, 0.42)111 and those of 

the presented devices 1 and 3 are close to these values (see Table 5.3). Interestingly, the 

candlelight colour has been achieved with the use of only one emitter whereas other 

solutions use 2-3 of them.111,112 

Table 5.3 Summary of the characteristics of the OLED devices. 

Device Dopant Turn 

on at 

10 cd 

m-2, V 

EQE, % Max. 

Current 

efficiency, 

cd A-1 

Max. 

brightness

, cd m-2 

EL 

max., 

nm 

CIE (x,y) 

at max. 

brightness 
max. at 100 

cd m-2 

at 1000 

cd m-2 

Dev 1 1 a 7.2 10.0 9.7 8.2 23.2 7000 590 0.54, 0.46 

Dev 2 2 a 7.6 8.4 6.6* 8.2 24.9 3500 567 0.46, 0.51 

Dev 3 1 b 8.7 5.5 5.3 4.9 9.9 2500 603 0.57, 0.42 

Dev 4 2 b 6.4 10.4 9.3 8.0 22.3 5000 577 0.52, 0.47 

Device architecture: ITO | HIL 1.3N (55 nm) | dopant (1-5%) co PVK:PBD (60:40) (80 

nm) | TPBi (40 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm); Doping concentration: Dev 1: 1 a 

(5%), Dev 2: 2 a (1%), Dev 3: 1 b (5%), Dev 4: 2 b (3%). * Value recorded at 118 cd 

m-2.  

 

5.4 Conclusions 

Four tetradentate ONNO Pt(II) complexes have been characterised and simple solution-

processed OLED devices produced. These devices exhibit yellow-green to orange 

electroluminescence with EQE up to 10.4%.  Fabrication of solution-processed devices 

was made possible due to good solubility of these complexes in chlorobenzene, 

however, not all the molecules dissolved equally well. In fact the molecules with the 

cyclopentene ring in the outer periphery dissolve better than the isomeric counterparts. 
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Also, the additional tert-butyl group added in molecules 1 b and 2 b did not improve 

their solubility. In fact 1a is more soluble than the tert-butylated counterpart. 

These Pt(II) complexes show a strong rigidochromic effect, and their 

photoluminescence is significantly red shifted in solution (i.e. orange-red) and blue 

shifted in ethanol glass at 77 K (i.e. green). This suggests a relatively flexible molecular 

structure that can allow for a number of molecular motions at room temperature, but are 

suppressed at 77 K. 

Finally, due to the small load of the emitter in some cases (1-3% w/w) dictated by low 

solubility, the energy transfer from OLED host to guest, as seen in the photophysics, 

was found to be slow and more complex. It was revealed that the host stores the energy 

gained upon photoexcitation in long-lived states that are slowly transported to the 

emitter molecules. This leads to relatively long-lived power-law decaying 

phosphorescence that is strongly temperature-dependent. This type of emission is later 

discussed in Chapter 7. 
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6 Triplet harvesting in excimeric states of platinum metal 

complexes 

 

The material contained within this chapter has been published as: 

M. T. Walden, P. Pander, D. S. Yufit, F. B. Dias and J. A. G. Williams, J. Mater. 

Chem. C, 2019 DOI: 10.1039/C9TC00768G. 

 

6.1 Introduction 

Phosphorescent Pt metal complexes have proven their usefulness in OLED devices due 

to their high photoluminescence quantum yields and short phosphorescence 

lifetimes.113–115 Platinum(II) and iridium(III) are the most common metal centres used in 

luminescent metal complexes.37,116,117 Platinum(II) however due to their square planar 

geometry around the metal centre allows for face-to-face alignment of molecules, 

leading to metal-metal-ligand charge-transfer (MMLCT) interactions.11,14,106 Thus, these 

Pt(II) complexes are likely to form excimer excited states and aggregates with high 

radiative rate constants. Pt(II) excimer-forming complexes have shown promising 

properties in OLED applications, especially in generation of orange-red to NIR light.48 

A lot of research has been done in this field by J. Kalinowski, M. Cocchi and J.A.G. 

Williams.11,14,20,106 

The low solubility of metal complexes is usually a limitation for their use in solution-

processed devices. This is especially true for excimer-forming molecules that require 

high concentrations of emitter in the blend. The molecules used in this work are 

equipped with tert-butyl groups that apparently do improve their solubility allowing for 

loads as large as 30% in a solution-processed layer. 
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Excimer-forming metal complexes are not only interesting through their useful 

properties, but they also show interesting and not fully explained photophysical 

characteristics. As excimers are formed predominately at high concentrations, there is 

also the possibility that intermolecular ground state interactions, such as aggregates are 

formed. The interplay of excimer and aggregate emissions is one of the issues discussed 

in this chapter. 

 

 

Figure 6.1. Structures of excimer-forming Pt(II) complexes characterised in this work. 

Note: the molecules were synthesized by M. Walden. 

 

6.2 Solid-state Measurements  

PtL1
2 and PtL2

2 similarly to solutions, also show excimer-forming properties in the 

solid state (Figure 6.2). This is especially true in PtL1
2 which has to be diluted in 

polystyrene to a very low concentration in order to observe exciton-dominated 

photoluminescence, λmax = 501 nm (λmax = 510 nm for PtL2
2). Interestingly, and 

differently from solutions, there is clearly a red-shift of the emission maximum at λ > 

550 nm upon increasing the percentage load of the metal complex. This leads to 

emission from neat films (λmax = 599 nm in PtL1
2, λmax = 645 nm in PtL2

2) to be 
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significantly red-shifted in relation to the 30%-doped OLED host (λmax = 582 nm in 

PtL1
2, λmax = 608 nm in PtL2

2). This suggests formation of new species which most 

likely are related to aggregates. 

 

Figure 6.2. Photoluminescence spectra of the investigated metal complexes in OLED 

host (mCP:OXD7 80:20), polystyrene matrix (PS) and neat film. The percentage 

represents weight concentration of the emitter in the chosen matrix. λexc = 365 nm 

To further understand the behaviour of the metal complexes in solid films, time-

resolved photoluminescence experiments have been performed in a series of 

concentrations, from 0.005% w/w in polystyrene to neat film at 295 K and 80 K. The 

films were investigated using a gated iCCD camera and the photoluminescence has been 

analysed as a sum of the emissions from a range of wavelengths (i.e. sum of exciton, 

excimer and aggregate emissions, not specific wavelengths, see respective time-

resolved spectra, i.e. Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5). First of all, it is clear in either case 

(Figure 6.3) that the photoluminescence lifetime reduces upon increasing the 

concentration of the metal complex. This effect is related to the formation of excimer 

and aggregate species being favoured, which results on significantly shorter 

luminescence lifetimes than in the respective exciton emission. Interestingly, only in the 

polystyrene matrix in high diluted conditions, the photoluminescence decay is clearly 
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monoexponential, reflecting the radiative decay of the exciton species. The lifetimes (at 

295 K) are 6.0 ± 0.2 μs for PtL1
2 and 3.3 ± 0.1 μs for PtL2

2. Upon increasing the 

concentration in the host-guest systems the photoluminescence decay lifetime shortens 

and apparently becomes predominantly biexponential. This is mainly due to the 

coexistence of either the exciton, excimer and the aggregate emissions. In fact the 

photoluminescence decay should be fitted in this case with a triexponential expression 

to reflect all the luminescent components, however the radiative lifetimes of the excimer 

and the aggregate are relatively similar, and cannot be distinguished as two separate 

exponential terms. In the cases where the decays were fitted with biexponential 

expressions, an average lifetime is used in the discussion below, as described in an 

earlier work.118 In general the (average) photoluminescence lifetimes of PtL1
2 and PtL2

2 

decrease to 0.15 μs and 0.35 μs in neat film at 295 K, respectively. The same trend is 

observed at 80K, at which the lifetimes change from 8.0 ± 0.3 μs in PtL1
2 and 3.8 ± 0.1 

μs in PtL2
2 in polystyrene to 1.1 μs in PtL1

2 and 1.37 μs in PtL2
2 when in neat films. 

These values are longer than the lifetimes recorded at 295K, which is typically due to 

the suppression of the molecular vibrations at lower temperatures. Interestingly, the 

increase in the radiative lifetime at 80K, relatively to the lifetime at 295K is larger in 

PtL1
2 than in the PtL2

2 at all concentrations. This suggest a much faster non-radiative 

decay rate in the former compound, especially for the excimer/aggregate emissions, 

despite the more red shifted emission of these species in PtL2
2.  

PtL1
2 and PtL2

2 excimers thus seem not to follow the energy gap law which is related 

with the fact that the excimer does not have a ground state form. The excited state of 

PtL2
2 is more resistant to vibrational deactivation, likely due to its more rigid structure.  
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Figure 6.3. a) Photoluminescence decay of PtL2
2 in OLED host (mCP:OXD7 80:20), 

polystyrene matrix (PS) and neat film at 295 K. The percentage represents weight 

concentration of the emitter in the chosen matrix. b) Photoluminescence decay of a neat 

film of PtL1
2 at 295 K and 80 K. λexc = 355 nm 

The abovementioned emissions can be observed in the time-resolved spectra (i.e. 

Figure 6.5). First of all, the exciton emission (λ ≈ 500-550 nm) can clearly be 

distinguished from the excimer/aggregate emissions (λ ≈ 550-750 nm) due to its 

different wavelength range and clear vibronic structure (also see steady state emissions, 

Figure 6.2). In contrast, the excimer and aggregate emissions, both broad and with 

Gaussian shape, overlap strongly, thus giving no clear distinction between one and the 

other. However, the excimer/aggregate emissions clearly red-shift over time in all cases, 

giving a clear sign that the contribution of these two Gaussian components is changing 

in favour of the more red shifted species at longer delay times. It is thus assumed that 

the more red shifted emission is originated from the aggregate, therefore, the excimer 

photoluminescence decay has to be slightly faster than that of the aggregate. Further 

inspection of excitation spectra (Figure 6.6, Figure 6.7) reveals the aggregates to be 

present in case of both emitters at higher concentration. Similar findings have been 

shown earlier by Kalinowski et al.20. Interestingly, a closer look at the excitation spectra 

of PtL1
2 suggests inhomogeneity of the films as aggregates seem to be visible also at 
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lower concentrations. This is reasonable due to the lower solubility of the PtL1
2 

complex. 

Interestingly, a different behaviour of the exciton emissions is noticed at low 

concentration, as for example 5% in OLED host, but also at other concentrations. In 

general, at 5% concentration, clearly in PtL1
2 but still visibly in PtL2

2, the exciton 

emission lives longer than the excimer photoluminescence (i.e. see Figure 6.4). This 

behaviour indicates that there are two distinct populations of excited states: those 

forming excimers and those that never form excimers (emitting solely as excitons). On 

the contrary, at higher metal complex load dispersed in the OLED host, the situation is 

exactly the opposite, showing that the exciton emission in fact lives shorter than the 

excimer/aggregate emission. This indicates that the majority of the excited state 

population is related with excimer/aggregate formation and that the exciton species are 

quenched by the formation of excimers or by aggregates. 

 

Figure 6.4. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of PtL1
2 5% (w/w) doped in 

OLED host (mCP:OXD7 80:20). λexc = 355 nm 
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Figure 6.5. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of the PtL1
2 metal complex in 

OLED host (mCP:OXD7 80:20) at 20% (w/w) load. λexc = 355 nm 

Finally, the exciton emission is more clearly visible at 80 K than at 295 K, which is 

partially due to the better resolved vibronic structure of the exciton emission spectrum 

and partially due to the red shift of the excimer/aggregate emission at 80 K in relation to 

the 295 K. This causes the exciton emission that does not shift with temperature to be 

more clearly distinguished from the Gaussian excimer/aggregate emissions. There is 

also no clear indication that the exciton – excimer/aggregate emission ratio changes 

with temperature – if so, the change is insignificant in the discussed temperature range. 
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Figure 6.6. Excitation spectra of PtL1
2 thin films: percentage represents weight 

concentration of the emitter in mCP:OXD7 (80:20) host. Collected emission wavelength 

is given in the figure legend. 

 

Figure 6.7. Excitation spectra of PtL2
2 thin films: percentage represents weight 

concentration of the emitter in mCP:OXD7 (80:20) host. Collected emission wavelength 

is given in the figure legend. 
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6.3 Electrochemistry 

Both complexes clearly undergo irreversible oxidation at a similar onset potential (0.65-

0.71 V) as shown in Figure 6.8.  Interestingly, the PtL2
2 complex clearly shows a 

higher reduction onset potential (-1.85 V) in comparison to the PtL1
2 (-2.01 V) and also 

a quasi-reversible reduction process, whilst in the respective PtL1
2 the reduction is 

irreversible. Using the electrochemical reduction and oxidation onset potentials and 

commonly accepted relations119–121 (1) and (2) the ionization potential (IP) and electron 

affinity (EA) values can be estimated. IP and EA for PtL1
2 are 5.75 eV and 3.09 eV 

while the respective values for PtL2
2 equal 5.81 eV and 3.25 eV. This means the former 

has larger (2.66 eV) electrochemical energy gap than the latter (2.56 eV). The findings 

are thus consistent with the photophysical results and the optical energy gaps. IP and 

EA correspond to the HOMO and LUMO energy, respectively. Interestingly, these 

results show that extension of ligand conjugation in PtL2
2 affects rather LUMO than 

HOMO. 

 IP = Eonset
ox + 5.1 (6.1) 

 EA = Eonset
red + 5.1 (6.2) 

Where Eox
onset – onset oxidation potential, Ered

onset – onset reduction potential. Both 

potentials are relative to the standard potential of the Fc/Fc+ redox pair. 
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Figure 6.8. Cyclic voltammetry in 0.1 M Bu4NBF4 / DCM showing electrochemical 

processes: oxidation (right) and reduction (left) of both investigated metal complexes. 

6.4 OLED devices 

Owing to the good solubility (5-10 mg mL-1 of the chloroform:chlorobenzene 95:5 

mixture) of the newly synthesized metal complexes, their use in solution-processed 

devices is demonstrated. The main aim of the work was to show devices with exciton-

dominated and excimer-dominated emissions to reveal the tunability effect of the 

electroluminescence colour due to the formation of excimers. To achieve this goal a set 

of OLED devices was prepared with various doping concentrations (5%, 20%, 30%). 

Lower than 5% doping was not used due to energy transfer issues reducing the 

efficiency of devices at lower load. On the other hand, the maximum load was limited to 

30% due to unfavourable charge mobility of the dopants, again reducing the device 

efficiency at high percent content of the emitter. A blend of mCP and OXD-7 in a mass 

ratio of 80:20 was found to give the best device efficiency and was chosen for 

fabrication of the devices. Using this approach devices Dev 1-3 (PtL1
2 as a dopant) and 

Dev 4-6 (PtL2
2 as a dopant) were fabricated (see Figure 6.9). Dev 1-6 are all based on 

the same architecture: ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 nm) | mCP:OXD-7 (80:20) co x% dopant 

(60±5 nm) | TPBi (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm). Due to the superior excimer-

forming properties of PtL1
2 in solid state Dev 1-3 show all similar yellowish EL colour, 

CIE coordinates from (0.50,0.49) in Dev 1 to (0.41,0.55) in Dev 3, due to a dominating 

role of excimer emission. On the other hand, Dev 6 shows almost purely excitonic 

electroluminescence with green colour and CIE (0.35,0.58) while upon increasing the 
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doping concentration this shifts to yellow-orange in Dev 5, CIE (0.47,0.51), and orange-

red in Dev 4, CIE (0.52,0.47). This shows versatility of this class of emitters to realise 

multicolour emissions from a single molecule. In general, the EL of Dev 1-6 are 

identical with PL spectra of the respective blends (see Figure 6.2). These devices have 

shown superior maximum external quantum efficiency (EQE) in the range of 8.8-12.5% 

very low roll-off and high maximum luminance of up to 28700 cd m-2 (Dev 2). Dev 1-6 

however show high turn-on voltage of ca. ≈9-11 V suggesting existence of an energy 

barrier in the device. The modification of the device structure using a host/hole transport 

material with lower HOMO than mCP was not successful and this strategy did not 

improve the device turn-on voltage. However, using a different electron transport 

material with a higher LUMO it was possible to reduce the device turn-on voltage 

significantly. A new set of devices has been produced using an optimised mixture 

mCP:PO-T2T (70:30). The 70:30 mass ratio was optimised for the lowest turn-on 

voltage as a primary parameter. Dev 8-13 (Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11) with an 

architecture ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 nm) | mCP:PO-T2T (70:30) co x% dopant (70±5 nm) | 

PO-T2T (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm) have been produced. Dev 8-13 show a 

turn-on voltage of 7-8 V, but their efficiency has dropped visibly. This is likely due to 

improved electron mobility in the emitting layer causing current leakage to the HIL. 

Finally, to demonstrate the versatility of the metal complex emitters a vacuum 

evaporated device Dev 7 has been fabricated. The device structure: ITO | NPB (35 nm) | 

TSBPA (10 nm) | mCP (5 nm) | mCP co 30% PtL1
2 (20 nm) | TPBi (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 

nm) | Al (100 nm) allowed a low turn-on voltage 3.8 V and superior external quantum 

efficiency of 15.0% and maximum brightness of 39000 cd m-2. The EL spectrum of Dev 

7 is in principle similar to Dev 2 and Dev 3. The relatively small differences are 

assigned to different packing in the vacuum deposited layer than in the solution-

processed film. 
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Figure 6.9. Characteristics of OLED devices: a), c) – electroluminescence spectra; b), 

d) – EQE – current density characteristics. Note the percent values in devices Dev 1-6 

represent weight concentration of the emitter, while in evaporated Dev 7 this value 

represents a percent evaporation rate contribution in co-evaporation. 

 

Figure 6.10. External quantum efficiency (EQE)-current density characteristics of 

devices 8-10. 

 

Figure 6.11. External quantum efficiency (EQE)-current density characteristics of 

devices 11-13. 
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Table 6.1.  Summary of OLED device characteristics. 

Device Dopant 
Dopant 

conc. % 

ΦPL 

in 

film 

VON 

@ 10 

cd m-2 

/ V 

EQE, %: 

max / at 1 

mA cm–2 / 

at 10 mA 

m–2 

CE, cd A-1: 

max / at 1 

mA cm–2 / 

at 10 mA 

m–2
 

Lmax, cd 

m–2 

CIE 

(x,y) at 

Lmax 

Dev 1 PtL1
2 30 

0.55 

±0.06 
12.0 

9.6 / 7.6 / 

9.7 

27.2 / 22.5 

/ 26.5 
19800 

0.50, 

0.49 

Dev 2 PtL1
2 20 

0.61 

±0.06 
11.9 

12.5 / 10.1 

/ 12.3 

38.2 / 30.9 

/ 37.9 
28700 

0.47, 

0.51 

Dev 3 PtL1
2 5 

0.63 

±0.06 
11.1 

10.4 / 9.2 / 

9.7 

34.3 / 30.9 

/ 32.4 
26100 

0.41, 

0.55 

Dev 4 PtL2
2 30 

0.58 

±0.06 
9.5 

8.8 / 5.2 / 

8.3 

19.2 / 11.2 

/ 18.1 
13400 

0.52, 

0.47 

Dev 5 PtL2
2 20 

0.57 

±0.06 
10.1 

11.4 / 6.2 / 

11.4 

30.8 / 20.3 

/ 30.3 
21000 

0.47, 

0.51 

Dev 6 PtL2
2 5 

0.85 

±0.09 
10.4 

10.9 / 10.4 

/ 9.7 

35.8 / 34.1 

/ 30.3  
26900 

0.35, 

0.58 

Dev 7* PtL1
2 30* - 3.8 

15.0 / 15.0 

/ 14.5 

42.7 / 41.8 

/ 40.3 
38800 

0.45, 

0.51 

Dev 8 PtL1
2 30 - 8.4 

6.8 / 2.1 / 

6.1 

21.4 / 10.4 

/ 20.2 
25900 

0.45, 

0.53 

Dev 9 PtL1
2 20 - 7.3 

7.3 / 4.7 / 

6.9 

24.1 / 11.2 

/ 22.8 
30300 

0.42, 

0.55 

Dev 10 PtL1
2 5 - 7.8 5.6 / - / 5.5 

17.6 / - / 

17.0 
12000 

0.29, 

0.54 

Dev 11 PtL2
2 30 - 7.7 

5.1 / 2.6 / 

4.8 

12.6 / 6.1 / 

11.8 
15300 

0.49, 

0.49 

Dev 12 PtL2
2 20 - 8.3 6.5 / - / 5.4 

18.2 / - / 

15.0 
21800 

0.45, 

0.52 

Dev 13 PtL2
2 5 - 7.9 

6.5 / 2.6 / 

6.3 

21.4 / 7.7 / 

21.4 
8300 

0.30, 

0.57 

* This device was prepared by vacuum thermal evaporation.  The 30% concentration 

relates to the 30% evaporation rate contribution of dopant during co-evaporation of the 

emissive layer. 

Device structures were as follows: 

Dev 1-6:  ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 nm) | mCP:OXD7 (80:20) co x% dopant (60±5 nm) | 

TPBi (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm) 

Dev 7:  ITO | NPB (35 nm) | TSBPA (10 nm) | mCP (5 nm) | mCP co 30% PtL1
2 (20 nm) 

| TPBi (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm) 

Dev 8-13:  ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 nm) | mCP:PO-T2T (70:30) co x% dopant (70±5 nm) | 

PO-T2T (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm) 
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6.5 Conclusions 

The two investigated Pt(II) complexes exhibit mixed, concentration-dependent exciton-

excimer emission in solid state. A closer investigation of their photoluminescence 

revealed the coexistence of excimer and aggregate emissions at higher concentrations. 

The high solubility of these metal complexes in chlorinated solvents enabled the 

fabrication of simple, efficient (EQE up to 12.5 %) solution-processed OLED devices 

with variable contributions of excimer-aggregate and exciton emissions in the 

electroluminescence spectrum. One of the investigated molecules has also been used in 

vacuum deposited OLED device, giving 15 % EQE. These results were made possible 

by triplet-harvesting provided by the metal complex emitter. 

Interestingly, the analysis of the time-resolved spectra and excitation spectra has 

revealed coexistence of excimer and aggregate emissions in solid films of  the presented 

phosphorescent molecules. This is an indication that ground state interactions at high 

concentrations in solid state cannot be neglected. It is not yet clear however whether the 

aggregates are beneficial or not to the photoluminescence quantum yield of the solid 

film. Some earlier reports suggested that aggregated forms of planar Pt(II) complexes 

show superior PLQY even for deep red/NIR emissions.48 Surely, the presence of such 

aggregates red-shifts the complexes photoluminescence further than the excimers do, 

making them a potentially useful tool to obtain efficient NIR electroluminescence in 

OLEDs.  
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7 Triplet harvesting in exciplex states by the way of 

thermally activated delayed fluorescence 

 

The material contained within this chapter has been published as: 

P. Pander, S. Gogoc, M. Colella, P. Data and F. B. Dias, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 

2018, 10, 28796–28802. 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

Since the fabrication of the first organic light emitting diodes (OLED) by Tang and 

VanSlyke4 OLEDs have shown strong potential for application in lighting and display 

technologies.1,31 The use of vacuum thermal evaporation (VTE)7,13,77 is currently the 

method of choice on the fabrication of the most efficient OLEDs, already in use in smart 

phones and television displays. However, due to the large material consumption, cost, 

and the need for spacious high-vacuum chambers and complicated shadow masks, VTE 

is likely to be used only in high-end applications, where high quality is favoured over 

the production cost. Therefore, the aim to fabricate OLEDs at low cost directly from 

solution in large area continues alive. Techniques such as roll-to-roll, slot die or inkjet 

printing can reduce material usage and costs associated with the long standing aim of 

printing luminaires and displays. However, these techniques require preferably well-

soluble materials with high molecular weight. Burroughes and co-authors122,123 made 

the first polymer-based OLEDs. Since then many polymers and dendrimers have shown 

their usefulness for application in OLEDs and the development of such emitters is still 

ongoing.80,124–128  
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From the historical point of view OLEDs started to be fabricated with purely-

fluorescent organic compounds, which were then superseded by more efficient organic 

metal complex emitters.5 This breakthrough opened a pathway to increase exciton 

harvesting efficiency from 25 up to 100%. Nowadays, the metal complex emitters are 

being challenged by novel thermally-activated delayed fluorescent (TADF) molecules 

and polymers which also allow for 100% triplet harvesting,42,129 without using platinum 

or iridium. Several TADF emitters have been reported in the literature, showing triplet-

harvesting yields close to 100%,5,68 including D-A3 molecular structures (one star-

shaped donor with three acceptors attached to it) with multiple singlet–triplet state 

pairs.130 TADFs have also been used as hosts for phosphorescent metal-complexes.131 

Moreover, by using purely hydrocarbon hosts Cui et al.132 achieved nearly 100% 

exciton harvesting for both phosphorescent and TADF dopants. However, still no 

exciplex-based device realizing 100% exciton harvesting has been shown.16  

Small-molecule TADF materials have been widely investigated to understand their 

photophysical and physicochemical properties, however, polymer-based and dendrimer 

materials, which are more suitable for cost-efficient solution-processing methods have 

been neglected and solution processed TADF devices remain elusive. 

An interesting concept is to use commercially-available or easy to synthesize donor and 

acceptor materials, which are not TADF, but may form TADF exciplexes.51,52,133–138 

Such exciplex systems may show TADF properties, providing that proper energy 

alignment between the intermolecular charge-transfer state (1CT) and the local triplet 

state (3LE) is met.13,134 In particular, we aim to find blends with high photoluminescence 

yield (PLQY) and good TADF properties, and this requires solving a trade-off between 

the energy alignment of the singlet CT and the local triplet 3LE states to maximize 

reverse intersystem crossing (RISC), and suppressing the efficiency of the non-radiative 

decay rates.  
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Figure 7.1 a) Structures of donor (PVK) and acceptor materials (PO-T2T) used in this 

work; b) schematic diagram of electronic energy levels of the donor and acceptor 

molecules in ground state36,133;  c) excited state energy diagram of the exciplex blend. 
3LED and 3LEA denote the triplet states localized on the donor and the acceptor, 

respectively. 

Exciplex systems have been investigated mainly between small molecule-based 

emitters, which are suitable for vacuum thermal evaporation or similar techniques, but 

not for solution processing methods, as typically the fabrication of high quality films 

with small molecules is very challenging from solution processing methods. In contrast, 

TADF polymer-based exciplex systems allow for efficient triplet harvesting and are 

suitable for inkjet and slot die printing. In this work, we explore a polymer-small 

molecule blend to obtain efficient TADF due to the formation of intermolecular 

exciplex states between the polymer PVK, acting as the electron donor, and the small 

molecules PO-T2T, acting as the electron acceptor unit, see Figure 7.1. This blend can 

easily be solution-processed and to the best of our knowledge is the first attempt to 
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produce a polymer-small molecule exciplex aiming strong TADF emission. Due to the 

prominent film-forming properties of poly(N-vinylcarbazole)37,139 the blend can 

potentially be used in inkjet or slot-die printing. 2,4,6-Tris[3-

(diphenylphosphinyl)phenyl]-1,3,5-triazine (PO-T2T)133 used as an acceptor shows 

excellent solubility in toluene, which helps in the formation of high quality films. 

7.2 Results and discussion 

Excited state intermolecular charge transfer (CT) complexes (exciplexes) are formed 

between electron donor and acceptor species only in the excited state.18,50,140 Therefore, 

no ground state interaction between the donor and acceptor species exist and the 

absorption spectrum of the blend is thus the sum of the donor’s and acceptor’s 

absorption (Figure 7.2).  

The energy of the intermolecular CT state is roughly a function of the donor’s 

ionization potential (IPD) and the acceptor’s electron affinity (EAA).18,50 These are 

usually identified as the HOMOD and LUMOA energies, respectively.62,141 The 

formation of the exciplex leads to an emission spectrum that is significantly red-shifted 

in relation to donor and acceptor species. In the case of poly(N-vinylcarbazole) (PVK), 

IPD = 5.64 eV,36 and PO-T2T, EAA = 3.14 eV,133 this can clearly be seen in Figure 7.2. 

PVK shows weak blue emission, and the PO-T2T emission is too weak to be recorded. 

However, the blend of these two materials shows strong green CT photoluminescence 

(ΦPL = 0.12 ± 0.02 in air and ΦPL = 0.20 ± 0.03 in nitrogen). 
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Figure 7.2 Absorption and photoluminescence spectra of donor, acceptor and the blend 

compared with device electroluminescence (for photoluminescence λexc = 355 nm). Note 

that PO-T2T shows no clearly detectable photoluminescence in neat film. Previous 

works show a very weak photoluminescence from PO-T2T film.142 

As the PVK : PO-T2T blend possess prominent luminescent properties and shows 

TADF, it is thus an ideal candidate for use in OLEDs as the emitting layer. These two 

materials are well soluble in toluene. In particular, when  PVK with low molecular 

weight is used in the blend, high molecular weight PVK (PVKH) can then be used as 

the hole-transport/electron-blocking layer, which helps to improve device 

peformance.104,143 PO-T2T is also used as an electron-transport/hole-blocking layer. 

However, electron transport and injection layers and cathode are evaporated, but all 

other layers are solution-processed. This leads to a device structure: ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 

nm) | PVKH (10 nm) | PVK : PO-T2T (60:40) (x nm) | PO-T2T (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | 

Al (100 nm) where x = 0 (Dev 4), 6 ± 1 (Dev 3), 16 ± 2 (Dev 2), 27 ± 2 nm (Dev 1) (see 

Figure 7.7a, Figure 7.5, Figure 7.6, and Table 7.1).  

A PVK : PO-T2T ratio of 60:40 was used to allow for sufficient hole and electron 

transport properties of the emissive layer and also to reduce the recombination at the 

PVKH interface. It is later presented that a variation in the PVK : PO-T2T ratio does not 

affect the CT state and only a large disproportion between donor and acceptor (such as 

1:99) can cause a significant local state emission (Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4).  
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Figure 7.3. Steady state photoluminescence spectra of PVK:PO-T2T blends with 

various mass ratios and emission spectrum of PVK. All recorded in ambient conditions 

using λexc = 355 nm. 

 

Figure 7.4. Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of PVK:PO-T2T blends with 

various mass ratios (black line, 5:95; red line, 60:40; blue line, 95:5; green line, 99:1). 

Recorded in vacuum at 295 K using λexc = 355 nm. 
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Variation of the emissive layer thickness allows for control of the current density and 

turn-on voltage. The device with the thickest emissive layer (Dev 1) shows the highest 

EQE = 4.5 %. On the contrary, the lowest turn-on voltage (2.6 V) and the highest 

maximum brightness is observed in the Dev 4 that uses no blend donor-acceptor 

emissive layer (x = 0 nm). In this case the recombination occurs at the PVKH | PO-T2T 

interface. Interestingly, the electroluminescence spectrum is not affected by the 

emissive layer thickness or by the molecular weight of the donor material, and all 

devices, Dev 1-4, show similar electroluminescence spectrum at maximum brightness 

(Figure 7.4). Generally speaking, thinner devices provide better charge conductivity, 

thus the observed current densities increase significantly from Dev 1 to Dev 4. This is 

caused by the relatively low conductivity of the PVK:PO-T2T blend (more likely due to 

the low hole mobility of PVK itself), thus a thinner layer provides less resistance. As a 

result, devices with thicker PVK:PO-T2T layer show lower brightness than devices with 

thinner or no PVK:PO-T2T layer (Dev 4). Reducing the thickness slightly affects the 

charge balance, decreasing the maximum EQE of Dev 2-4 relative to Dev 1, but in 

contrast, the change in current density is much more pronounced. The variation in the 

optical turn-on voltage between Dev 1-4 is again caused by the low conductivity of 

PVK. Thinner PVK:PO-T2T layer provides larger current density at lower driving 

voltage, thus the 1 cd m-2 brightness threshold is achieved at lower VON. 
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Figure 7.5. Electroluminescence spectra of devices Dev 1-4 at maximum brightness. 

The EL spectrum is slightly blue-shifted in relation to the photoluminescence (Figure 

7.2). Further examination of the electroluminescence spectra under various driving 

voltages (i.e. see Figure 7.6) shows that a small blue-shift in the spectrum (affecting 

both peak and onset) upon rising voltage can be observed. This is more clearly seen in 

the thinnest Dev 4 than in the other cases, while in the thickest Dev 1 this can hardly be 

observed. This effect is very likely to be caused by the electric field, changing the CT 

energy of the emissive species as reported previously by Al-Attar et al.144 While the 

blue-shift caused by the electric field shows maximum amplitude of ≈ 7 nm (at peak) 

the shift between EL and PL equals ≈ 13 nm (at peak). This shows the electric field may 

be an important, but not the only cause of the shift between PL and EL. This suggests 

that the photo- and electroluminescence may show different contributions of the time-

resolved emissive components, i.e. the contribution of the most red-shifted power law 

emission in photoluminescence may not be present in the electroluminescence. 
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Figure 7.6. Electroluminescence spectra of device Dev 4 at various driving voltages. 

Less device efficiency roll-off is observed on devices with thinner or no PVK:PO-T2T 

layer (Dev 3-4) than in those with thicker EML (Dev 1-2), see Figure 7.7a. The actual 

mechanism causing the roll-off on device efficiency is still not clear and can be caused 

by a superposition of many different processes. This is thus a very complex issue.145 

However, basing on some of our observations possible major mechanisms can be 

proposed to explain the behaviour of Dev 1-4. Firstly, the thicker EML provides more 

space for the recombination zone which is more likely to move upon changing the 

applied voltage. This may lead to unfavourable charge balance at higher driving voltage 

leading to a drop in EQE. In thinner devices (Dev 3-4) the recombination zone is either 

tightly localized between the PVKH and PO-T2T layers or is basically related to the 

PVKH/PO-T2T interface and is not likely to shift easily. In consequence there is little or 

no change to the charge balance in those devices at higher applied voltage. Secondly, 

triplet-triplet annihilation (TTA) and charge trapping phenomena are less likely to 

appear in thinner layers or at the interface. Thus TTA-related roll-off is more 

pronounced in Dev 1-2 than in Dev 3-4. 

The EQE = 4.5 % achieved in Dev 1 is a result of triplet harvesting by the TADF 

mechanism. Considering the ΦPL = 0.20 ± 0.03 the EQE achieved in Dev 1 is close to 
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the physical limit. Therefore, if TADF was not involved in the electroluminescence 

produced in this OLED, the EQE would only reach ≈1-1.5 %, assuming ≈0.2-0.3 out 

coupling factor. Although the EQE remains below the values reported for vacuum 

deposited small molecule TADF emitters, these devices are at proof of concept level 

that opens a pathway for future research. PVK has been found to possess many trapping 

sites, which may in fact quench some of the emissive excitons146, therefore new 

exciplex-forming polymers must be developed to possibly improve the EQE. 

 

Figure 7.7 a) EQE vs. current density characteristics of OLEDs, inset shows 

electroluminescence spectrum of Dev 4; b) photoluminescence decay of PVK:PO-T2T 

exciplex at various temperatures (λex = 355 nm). 

Time-resolved photophysical analysis of the PVK : PO-T2T luminescence reveals that 

the exciplex emission shows two exponential components, followed by a power law 

emission (Figure 7.7b, Figure 7.8). The first exponential component is the short-lived 

prompt fluorescence (τ = 32 ± 1 ns), and the second exponential decay is the long-lived 

delayed fluorescence (τ = 2.9 ± 0.2 μs). The power law emission is likely originated 

from non-geminate charge recombination of free carriers produced in the blend, as 

described in previous work.147 Interestingly, the photoluminescence of the exciplex is 

significantly affected by non-radiative decay. This is visible as an increase of prompt 

and delayed fluorescence emissions, between 295 and 150 K, with decreasing 
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temperature. However, in the temperature range from 150 to 180 K, the delayed 

fluorescence intensity switches away from the trend observed at higher temperatures 

and starts decreasing with temperature, as it  is normally expected for a thermally-

activated process. This behaviour is related to the suppression of the RISC rate due to 

decreasing the available thermal energy. The temperature dependence in this region 

down to 80 K is very small, suggesting a negligible (close to zero) singlet-triplet gap of 

the exciplex.  

 

Figure 7.8. Photoluminescence decay at 295 K with fitting exponential and power law 

curves. Power law expression used for fitting: y = axb, where a and b are fitting 

parameters, while x is time and y is photoluminescence intensity. “Power law:” denotes 

the exponent b of the fit. 
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Table 7.1 Characteristics of OLED devices. 

Device x, nm* 
Turn on at 

1 cd m-2, V 

EQE, % Current efficiency, cd A-1 

max. / at 10 mA cm-2 max. / at 10 mA cm-2 

Dev 1 27 ± 2 4.9 4.5 / 2.3 13.3 / 6.8 

Dev 2 16 ± 2 4.4 3.4 / 2.2 10.0 / 6.5 

Dev 3 6 ± 1 3.7 3.3 / 2.2 9.8 / 6.5 

Dev 4 0 2.6 3.0 / 2.1 9.3 / 6.3 

* Device structure: ITO | HIL 1.3N (45 nm) | PVKH (10 nm) | PVK : PO-T2T (60:40) 

(x nm) | PO-T2T (50 nm) | LiF (0.8 nm) | Al (100 nm) 

The exciplex time-resolved emission, collected using a gated iCCD camera, reveals the 

whole complexity of the excited state dynamics in this system. The exciplex emission 

gradually red-shifts over time (Figure 7.11a), showing a rapid change between 0.7 ns 

and 270 ns, of both the onset and emission peak. This is an intermediate region between 

prompt and delayed fluorescence, and shows the most significant spectral changes. The 

changes observed on the spectrum can be related to the relaxation of the exciplex 

geometry, i.e. due to changing the distance of the donor and acceptor molecules, which 

affects CT character through the coulombic factor. Further changes in the spectrum 

occur between 270 ns and 5 μs, and are probably due to the emission appearing from 

multiple CT states, with slightly different energies. It appears that different CT states 

are formed between PO-T2T molecules and various polymer sites as function of their 

distance. This effect induces the energy distribution associated with the exciplex state 

that involves PVK and PO-T2T molecules located at different distances, as well as PVK 

states that involve different number of N-vinylcarbazole repeating units. Although a 

variation on the exciplex energy clearly exists, a dominant state is present as the TADF 

decay component can easily be fitted using a single exponential equation. This occurs 

probably because the RISC rate is slower than the energy relaxation of the CT state in 

the exciplex, i.e. the RISC occurs predominately from the most stable CT states. 

Therefore, we use the emission spectra from this region to estimate the relaxed CT 
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energy, which is further discussed in the context of TADF. Note that the emission 

intensity in this time range shows a linear dependence with excitation power, which is 

indicative of the TADF mechanism (Figure 7.9).  

 

Figure 7.9. Power dependence of delayed fluorescence of PVK:PO-T2T (60:40) 

exciplex blend in vacuum at 295 K. 

The power law decay that is observed from 5 to 10 μs onwards, follows the TADF 

emission (Figure 7.7b, Figure 7.8). Within this region no significant changes are 

observed on the emission spectrum, however, the emission is different from the spectra 

observed during the TADF exponential regime. Therefore, the origin of the power-law 

delayed emission is clearly different from that of the TADF regime. We believe this 

power law emission decay is not created by direct up-conversion of triplet states, but 

rather from non-geminate charge recombination. This has been observed previously in 

exciplex blends, 36,147 and is caused by the dissociation of some of the CT states formed 

in the exciplex, which upon dissociation migrate through the blend as free charge 

carriers, until recombination later occurs. Polymer-based exciplex blends may be even 

more likely to undergo this process than small molecules as the charges, i.e. holes or 

electrons, may be transported not only by hopping between the molecules (or between 

polymer chains), but also along the polymer backbone (via hopping between grafted 
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carbazole units, not through the backbone itself). This power law emission intensifies at 

lower temperatures as the longer CT state lifetime in these conditions promotes charge 

dissociation. Moreover, the free carriers migrate slower and are less prone to non-

radiative deactivation processes.  

 

Figure 7.10. Phosphorescence spectrum of PO-T2T in neat film. 

Interestingly, the local triplet levels of the molecules forming the exciplex: PVK (T1 = 

2.96 eV)146 and PO-T2T (T1 = 2.91 eV, see Figure 7.10) are clearly above the CT 

energy, determined from the delayed fluorescence spectra in Figure 7.11a, 1CT = 2.68 - 

2.76 eV. In contrast with intramolecular CT states, where a good energy alignment 

between CT and local triplets has been proposed to be key for efficient triplet 

harvesting,13,15,28,43,148 in the case of intermolecular exciplexes we find that an energy 

alignment where the 3LE is above or isoenergetic with the CT facilitates efficient TADF 

emission.12,52,118,133,135,149–151 Recently it has been suggested that the 3LE state plays a 

crucial role in the reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) mechanism when the 1CT lies 

above or is isoenergetic with it.13,41–43,134,152,153 It appears clear that the RISC mechanism 

in small TADF molecules involves mixing of local and CT triplet states (3LE and 3CT), 

as it has been observed from the temperature dependent studies of TADF in various 

intramolecular exciplexes. However, the situation in intermolecular exciplexes appears 
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to be different. Here, the 3LE state lies clearly above the 1CT state by 0.15-0.23 eV, and 

it is unlikely for the local triplets to be involved in the RISC process, at least in the way 

that is suggested by the current theory models. Especially, the 3CT→3LE→1CT 

involving an endothermic 3CT→3LE up-conversion to a higher local triplet state appears 

to be questionable in this case. The exciplex described here shows an energy difference 

between the 1CT and the 3LE of PO-T2T larger than 0.15 eV. This would clearly quench 

the TADF at 80 K if this gap was relevant. Instead, TADF is only slowed down at this 

temperature, but can still be easily observed. Moreover, a vast majority of recently 

studied efficient TADF intermolecular exciplexes show that the CT states are located 

well below the triplets of the donor and acceptor moieties.16,133,142 Therefore, we 

conclude that for intermolecular exciplex systems the most common energy layout is 

the one where the 3LE state lies above the 1CT, and where the involvement of the local 

triplet state in the RISC is unlikely. Previous studies suggested that the ISC and RISC 

processes due to spin-orbit coupling between pure singlet and triplet charge transfer 

states is forbidden.13,43,152,153 However, in the case of intermolecular exciplexes, where 

negligible energy gap between 1CT and 3CT is achieved, hyperfine interactions might 

become predominant and originate RISC with negligible loss, as no low energy triplet 

exists below the CT states. 

To further understand the properties of the investigated exciplex blend various D-A 

ratios have been studied (Figure 7.11b, Figure 7.3, Figure 7.4). Remarkably, the ratio 

between donor–acceptor does not affect exciplex emission at all. All blends show the 

same CT emission spectrum and lifetime. This is different from the previously observed 

dependence of the CT energy upon changing the donor-acceptor ratio.52,135 However, if 

extremely large excess of PVK is used this leads to inefficient local emission of the 

donor, which reduces the contribution of efficient exciplex emission. A similar situation 

may occur in devices, leading to recombination on the PVK, thus reducing EQE. This 

property shows that using various, but not extreme, PVK : PO-T2T ratios to optimize 

recombination in the device is a prominent strategy.  
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It was also found that when using PVKH as the electron blocking layer (EBL), the 

optimal donor-acceptor ratio is close to 60:40 mass ratio. However, if due to 

technological limitations an additional EBL cannot be used, then this ratio may be 

changed without any effect on photophysics, i.e. by increasing amount of PVK to 

reduce current leakage. 

 

Figure 7.11 a) Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of PVK:PO-T2T (60:40) 

exciplex blend at 295 K; b) Photoluminescence decay of PVK:PO-T2T blends at 295 K 

with various donor-acceptor ratio (λex = 355 nm). 

 

7.3 Conclusions 

A novel highly luminescent TADF exciplex has been demonstrated, analysed and 

applied in solution-processed devices. The work presents a novel concept of using 

polymer-based exciplex blends to obtain efficient TADF emission with good solution-

processing properties, and potential use in practical low-cost applications. This opens a 

new pathway in the use of intermolecular exciplexes in commercial applications, but 

also paves the way for new fundamental research, regarding the RISC mechanism in 

these systems. We believe PVK:PO-T2T blend is only a first and not fully optimized 

example of such polymer-based exciplexes, and further development of new polymers 
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as donors or acceptors will occur as natural consequence of the concept described in this 

work. We also show that a variation in the donor-acceptor ratio does not affect the CT 

state properties at all. However, extreme ratios such as 99:1 may lead to decrease in 

exciplex formation efficiency and thus cause strong local fluorescence. We also 

addressed the role of the local triplet states in the RISC mechanism in exciplexes, where 

the CT state lies below the 3LE. Our results show that the local triplet state does not 

play a dominant role in the reverse intersystem crossing mechanism in these blends and 

probably the RISC may involve significant hyperfine interactions.  
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8 Triplet harvesting in multicolour TADF exciplexes 

 

The material contained within this chapter has been published as: 

M. Chapran, P. Pander, M. Vasylieva, G. Wiosna-Salyga, J. Ulanski, F. B. Dias and P. 

Data, ACS Appl. Mater. Interfaces, 2019, 11, 13460–13471. 

 

 

8.1 Introduction 

Exciplex states were introduced to the OLED arena many years ago due to the work of 

various researchers, including the groups of Kalinowski and Adachi.11,16,19,154 In 

general, “single” TADF molecules show higher performance in OLEDs, when 

compared with bimolecular exciplexes. This is mainly due to the low 

photoluminescence quantum yield (PL) of exciplexes, but also due to the favourable 

molecular orientation of the TADF molecules, which is difficult to control in the case of 

bimolecular systems, but  for TADF molecules can be engineered to maximize the 

intrinsic low light outcoupling efficiency associated with emitting organic layers. 7,155,156 

The relatively weak luminescence of exciplex blends follows a well-known opposite 

trend between the charge transfer (CT) character of the excited state and the PLQY due 

to the weak electronic coupling of the excited state with the ground state in molecules 

with strong charge transfer. This fact has limited the use of exciplexes to fabricate 

efficient devices, especially in the red region where enhanced internal conversion 

contributes to quench the triplet population due to the energy-gap law.157,158 To the best 

knowledge of the author no efficient red exciplex has been reported to date, which 

represents a serious problem for the possible application of exciplex blends in white 

OLEDs. However, exciplexes offer a very interesting alternative approach to realize 
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multi-colour OLEDs, employing one acceptor and several different donors to 

simultaneously achieve multi-colour luminescence and efficient triplet harvesting.  

Exciplexes also offer a promising alternative to intramolecular TADF molecules, giving 

the possibility to fabricate OLEDs without using a host material, i.e. the emitting layer 

in OLEDs using exciplex working cumulatively as the emitter and the host. Therefore, 

discovering ways to maximize the luminescence efficiency in exciplexes, while keeping 

strong triplet harvesting, is key for their implementation in the OLED field and 

important for both intramolecular and intermolecular systems.   

A significant breakthrough in exciplex emitters was achieved when the thermally 

activated delayed fluorescence (TADF) properties of several exciplexes, including the 

m-MTDATA:PBD system,154 was discovered by Adachi and co-workers. This idea was 

later explored by other research groups12,135,142,150,151,159–161 who showed that very 

efficient triplet harvesting can be achieved in exciplex systems.  

The development of novel exciplex emitters should, therefore, focus on achieving high 

luminescence efficiencies, while efficient triplet harvesting (TADF) is maintained, so 

bimolecular systems can compete with their “single” molecule counterparts. This task is 

complex and requires deep understanding of the photophysics of exciplex blends to 

unravel the more elusive aspects of the mechanism that affect the luminescence 

efficiency and lifetime in different regions of the spectrum.  

Despite TADF exciplexes have already been used as efficient OLED emitters, they 

remain in some ways an unsolved puzzle for photophysicists. Some aspects of the 

theory that is used to explain the formation and decay of these intermolecular excited 

states are relatively simple, however, their use in practical systems, such as OLEDs, 

reveal that intermolecular TADF exciplexes are clearly more complex than their 

intramolecular analogues. For example, the luminescence decay of exciplexes shows 

prompt and delayed fluorescence components, which are also present on the 

luminescence decay of TADF molecules, however, more often in the exciplexes than in 
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the “single” TADF emitters, the luminescence decay includes a luminescence 

component decaying in a power law fashion, usually observed in the µs to ms region.118 

The origin of these power-law decay is still not clear, but certainly involves long-lived 

recombination processes. Therefore, the design of more efficient exciplexes, with 

shorter luminescence lifetimes, requires the understanding of the physical reasons 

behind power law regimes, so the luminescence quenching due to charge carriers can be 

minimized in devices. Importantly, recent works showed that some theories that apply 

to molecules that form intramolecular CT states can be also applied to intermolecular 

exciplexes, giving grounds to treat mono- and bimolecular CT emitters alike.134 

Here it is discussed the photophysics of a carefully selected set of intermolecular 

exciplex blends with emission in the blue to orange regions of the visible spectrum. The 

motivation is to obtain a clear picture of the photophysical processes that affect the 

luminescence efficiency of these blends in different regions of the visible spectrum. The 

photophysics is also correlated with prototype OLED device data. Remarkably, devices 

with external quantum efficiencies (EQE) up to 20% were achieved in some of these 

blends, demonstrating the usefulness of exciplexes as OLED emitters, and underlining 

their major advantages over intramolecular TADF emitters. This includes the easy color 

tuning of their emission, and the fact that efficient TADF exciplex systems may be 

produced using already existing molecules, which are often reported in the literature or 

are even commercially available.  

This study brings also clear physical meaning to the transient components observed in 

the luminescence decays of exciplexes, explaining the observation of luminescence 

regimes decaying as a power law in many exciplex emitters. These findings will 

facilitate the design of more efficient exciplex systems in the future. 
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Figure 8.1. Chemical structures of exciplex forming materials used in this work. PO-

T2T is used as an electron acceptor to form exciplex-forming blends with other 

presented molecules (all of them with electron-donating character). 

8.2 Results and discussion 

Exciplexes can be formed between electron donating (D) and electron-accepting (A) 

molecules, where the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is distributed on the 

D molecule and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is located on the A 

molecule.154,18,81 The excited state complex is created with extremely small energy 

difference between singlet and triplet states (ΔEST) due to the negligible overlap 
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between HOMO and LUMO. This contributes to very efficient triplet harvesting in 

OLEDs. Figure 8.1 shows the chemical structures of the compounds studied in this 

work. Most of these molecules are currently used as hole (TSBPA, TCBPA, NPD, TPD, 

DNTPD) or electron (PO-T2T) transport layers, or used as blocking layers (TSBPA, 

TCBPA), or even as hosts (CzSi, mCP, mCPPO1) in OLEDs. To the best knowledge of 

the author, exciplex blends formed with these molecules have never been reported 

before (except for mCP:PO-T2T162,159 and NPB:PO-T2T163).  

 

Figure 8.2. a) Normalised absorption and photoluminescence spectra of TSBPA, PO-

T2T and their blend in pristine films, note PO-T2T film was found non-emissive at room 

temperature;  b) photoluminescence spectra of all exciplexes obtained in solid films in 

air. PO-T2T was found to be non-emissive at room temperature. Note: steady-state 

absorption and fluorescence spectra recorded by M. Chapran. λexc = 330 nm. 

8.2.1 Steady-state spectroscopy 

Figure 8.2a shows the absorption and steady-state fluorescence spectra of the 

individual TSBPA donor and PO-T2T acceptor molecules, as well as their exciplex-

forming blend as an exemplar of the exciplex properties of these blends. The absorption 

spectrum of the blend is simply a superposition of the absorption of the donor and 

acceptor absorptions, and there is no evidence of formation of CT complexes in the 

ground state. Similar observations were made for other blends (in supporting 

information of the published work). Figure 8.2b shows the photoluminescence (PL) 
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spectra of all exciplex blends studied in this work. It is particularly noteworthy that all 

presented blends show exciplex-only emission, with broad, Gaussian shape, typical of 

CT state emission,74 clearly red shifted in respect to the emission of their individual D 

and A constituents. Moreover, as shown in Figure 8.3 the 1CT energy is a function of 

IPD-EAA energy difference, similarly to other reported exciplexes18,50,164 (Table 8.1).   

 

Figure 8.3. Onset CT energy plotted against electrochemically derived IPD-EAA energy 

difference. Note: the electrochemical IP/EA values were determined from cyclic 

voltammetry measurements performed by M. Vasylieva. 

8.2.2 TADF in exciplexes and the role of local triplet states (3LE). 

The overlap between the HOMO and LUMO orbitals of the D and A units in exciplexes 

is minimal, therefore, the energy of the exciplex singlet state (1CT), determined from the 

onset of the exciplex fluorescence, and the energy of the triplet state (3CT) can be 

assumed as nearly identical. However, very often the triplet state with lower energy in 

the system is of local character, i.e. it is localized on the donor (D) or acceptor (A) 

molecules, and end up controlling the S-T energy gap in the exciplex system. While the 

CT state energy is a function of donor and acceptor HOMO-LUMO levels, and thus can 

be tuned, the energy of the local triplet state is determined by the triplet energy of either 

the donor or the acceptor molecules.134,40 This implies that each donor-acceptor pair 

may have different relative energy alignment of the CT state in relation to the local 

triplet state(s) (3LE), which is in part controlled by the large stabilization of the CT 
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states, as it is evident from the large Stokes-shift of the exciplex luminescence. This 

situation leads to one of three cases that have been used to describe the TADF 

mechanism in exciplexes:43,41 (I) The 3LE lies visibly below the 1CT state, such as in the 

exciplexes described in previous works;134 (II) The energy of the 3LE state is aligned 

with the 1CT state, such as in mCP:PO-T2T or mCPPO1:PO-T2T exciplexes; (III) The 

3LE is clearly above the 1CT state, such as in TSBPA:PO-T2T or TCBPA:PO-T2T.  

Case (II) is the ideal situation for efficient reverse intersystem crossing (RISC) to occur. 

Here, the 3LE state has an intermediating role between the 1CT and 3CT states and 

enables fast RISC due to spin-orbit coupling interaction involving the 1CT/3CT and the 

3LE states.40 In contrast, the lower-lying 3LE state in case (I) creates an energy barrier 

between 1CT and 3LE, which may even be too large for TADF to occur at room 

temperature. In case (III), because ISC and RISC between 1CT and 3CT due to spin-

orbit coupling is formally forbidden by symmetry, RISC is expected to be less 

favorable.40,42,152,153 This, assuming that the hyperfine coupling between 1CT and 3CT 

states cannot provide fast exchange.28,40–43,153 Therefore, the only way to convert triplet 

states from 3CT to 1CT involves the electronic coupling with the 3LE state, which again 

generates an energy barrier for TADF.  

Surprisingly, our results show that for TSBPA:PO-T2T and TCBPA:PO-T2T exciplexes 

efficient RISC occurs even when the 3LE states are well above the 1CT state, by 0.20 

and 0.32 eV, respectively. Moreover, efficient TADF and high OLED EQE is achieved 

for both TSBPA:PO-T2T and TCBPA:PO-T2T blends. The exciplex TADF mechanism 

will be addressed to explain these results later in this work. 
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Table 8.1. Electronic and photophysical properties of investigated exciplexes. 

Exciplex IPD-

EAA, 

eVa 

CTrelax, 

eVb 

3LED, 

eVc 

3LEA, 

eVd 

ΔEST, 

eVe 

τPF, 

nsf 

τDF, 

µsg 

DF/PF 

ratioh 

CzSi:PO-T2T 2.68 3.03 3.05 

2.93 

0.10 36 ± 

3 

6.3 ± 

0.3 
5.7 

mCP:PO-T2T 2.75 2.91 2.90 
≈ 

0.01 

16 ± 

1 

1.96 ± 

0.07 
4.2 

mCPPO1:PO-

T2T 
2.75 2.95 2.96 

≈ 

0.02 

17 ± 

3 

2.63 ± 

0.15 
7.3 

TSBPA:PO-

T2T 
2.37 2.70 2.90 

≈ 0* 30 ± 

6 

2.2 ± 

0.2 
15.1 

TCBPA:PO-

T2T 
2.35 2.64 2.96 

≈ 0* 27 ± 

6 

2.2 ± 

0.2 
14.9 

NPB:PO-T2T 2.17 2.42 2.44 
≈ 0* 21 ± 

2 

0.53 ± 

0.04 
1.0 

TPD:PO-T2T 2.16 2.44 2.45 
≈ 0* 19 ± 

1 

0.37 ± 

0.02 
2.3 

DNTPD:PO-

T2T 
1.91 2.34 2.43 

≈ 0* 12 ± 

1 
- - 

a ionization potential of the donor (IPD) – electron affinity of the acceptor (EAA) difference; b
 

energy of the relaxed CT emission recorded from delayed fluorescence spectra; note the energy 

recorded for DNTPD:PO-T2T exciplex, due to lack of TADF, is for prompt fluorescence 

emission; c triplet energy of the donor; d triplet energy of the acceptor; e singlet-triplet energy 

splitting; f prompt fluorescence lifetime; g delayed fluorescence lifetime; h delayed fluorescence 

to prompt fluorescence ratio derived as a ratio of integrated delayed fluorescence (DF) and 

prompt fluorescence (PF) intensity from the fitted decay curves. * 1CT – 3CT approaches 0 eV. 

 

As already mentioned, exciplexes usually show low photoluminescence yield (PL). 

This is direct consequence of a truly distinct HOMO and LUMO orbitals showing 

vanishingly small overlap. Small, nearly zero integral overlap causes the transition 

oscillator strength to be very low,165 with direct impact on the radiative rate of the 

excited state. This is in fact also a problem in many D-A TADF emitters, and it is 

believed that in order to obtain good oscillator strength in an exciplex the D and A 

species must be very close to each other.166  

The PLQY of TADF molecules in general are obviously affected by the radiative rate 

constant as in any other molecules. However, particular for the TADF case is the fact 

that triplets can also contribute to the PLQY. Therefore, the competition between the 
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RISC rate and the non-radiative rate that affect the triplet decay have to be taken into 

consideration. For example, considering a system where the RISC rate dominates over 

the non-radiative decay in the triplet state. In this scenario, any triplet will be up-

converted to the singlet manifold, from where it can emit or return back to the triplet 

state, due to ISC, however as the RISC dominates, once it arrives in the triplet state it 

will return back to the singlet state, from where it has one more chance to emit. This is 

known as the recycling process in TADFs. As the PLQY takes into account both prompt 

and delayed fluorescence components, it can be high even if the radiative rate is 

relatively slow. The crucial occurrence is that the internal conversion needs to be 

suppressed. Obviously a larger radiative rate will also help. Given the high ΦPL of the 

TSBPA and TCBPA blends with PO-T2T, we therefore, speculate that the PO-T2T star-

shaped molecule with relatively planar structure should make it easier to minimize the 

non-radiative internal conversion in these systems. Probably, the D and A molecules in 

these blends are closer to each other, allowing for relatively large orbital overlap and 

thus increasing the radiative rate in TSBPA and TCBPA blends with PO-T2T. 137 

8.2.3 Explaining the photoluminescence decay components observed from 

exciplex blends using time-resolved spectroscopy. 

In all photoluminescence decays of the presented exciplex blends there are three clear 

decay regions, however, this is more evident in some of the cases (Figure 8.4). 

Interestingly, these regions can all be fitted using simple decay laws. Two of these 

regions can be described using single exponential expressions, these are the short-lived 

prompt fluorescence and the long-lived TADF region, whereas a third region can only 

be fitted using a power law decay.118 It is well known that exponential expressions are 

able to adequately describe the decay of singlet and triplet populations of “well-

behaved” exciplexes, i.e. those that have a very narrow distribution of decay lifetimes. 

In brief an exponential decay occurs when there is a single species emitting at constant 

rate. This is often the case in solution. However, in films, power-law decay laws are 

often needed to describe the luminescence decays. In principle this can be interpreted as 
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due to the presence in the blend of a broad distribution of decay lifetimes originated by 

the geometry and distance heterogeneity among the exciplex constituents in the blend. 

However, it immediately becomes evident that the appearance of power law decays may 

be in fact caused by a completely different phenomenon.  

 

Figure 8.4. Room temperature photoluminescence decay of investigated exciplex blends 

(λexc = 355 nm). Note all exciplexes are formed with respective donor and PO-T2T as 

an acceptor. Note: donor-acceptor ratio is 1:1. Decays recorded in a vacuum at 295 K. 

In the light of a recent paper by Kabe and Adachi,147 it may be that in some situations 

the exciplex state may dissociate into a separate hole and an electron. This pathway 

cannot be neglected when describing the recombination of charge carriers in solid films. 

The explanation given by the authors on the behaviour of their exciplex system appears 

consistent with the power law decay reported in this work.147 Both singlet and triplet 
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exciplex states may dissociate into freely separated hole an electron, which are able to 

migrate, via hopping, through donor- or acceptor-dominated domains, respectively. 

These charges when recombining at later time give origin to singlet and triplet exciplex 

states, which produce delayed exciplex fluorescence (Figure 8.5). As their migration 

pathways vary in a broad range, their recombination lifetime shows a broad distribution, 

which can only be fitted by a power law decay (Figure 8.4, Figure 8.6a). This 

observation is further supported by a recently published study166 presenting 

experimental evidence for formation of polaron pairs in exciplex blends upon light 

illumination. In this more recent report, the authors suggest the polaron pairs remain a 

non-radiative evolution pathway of the exciplex state. This  is contrary to the 

explanations suggested by Kabe and Adachi147 and those presented in this work and 

would not give origin to decays following a power law. For this reason the incontestable 

proof for the mechanism suggested in the Figure 8.5 is yet to be found. However, the 

experimental evidence is clearly gathering that support this to be a viable mechanism to 

explain the power-law region appearing in the delayed fluorescence decay of 

exciplexes.  

 

Figure 8.5. Model of photoexcited exciplex blend. Upon absorption of light, the donor 

(D) or/and acceptor (A) species form an excited state. The excited state molecule 

interacts with the ground state counterpart to form an excited state complex. A further 

step is electron transfer that results in the formation of CT states. The CT state can then 

undergo radiative or non-radiative decay. Another evolution pathway of the CT state is 
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dissociation into free charge carriers. Holes and electrons migrate all over the D-A 

blend and eventually recombine giving again CT exciplex states. 

8.2.4 Addressing the exciplex TADF behaviour. 

As the different exciplex decay regions have now been clarified on the basis of the 

available results, the differences observed in the exciplexes studied here can be more 

easily explained: 

(1) The blue-emitting exciplexes mCP:PO-T2T; CzSi:PO-T2T; and mCPPO1:PO-T2T 

are type (II) TADF character. All show visible and strong TADF contribution and a 

power law decay component is only observed at later times. This is in full agreement 

with the mechanism explained above, as the 1CT/3CT states are in near resonance with 

the 3LE state and, therefore, the RISC rate is sufficiently fast to rapidly promote long-

lived triplet states into emissive singlets.  

(2) The green emitting exciplexes, TSBPA:PO-T2T and TCBPA:PO-T2T show even 

higher TADF contribution than the blue emitting exciplexes, and both show power law 

decays at later times.  

(3) The orange-yellow exciplexes, TPD:PO-T2T and NPB:PO-T2T, show a decreased 

amount of TADF contribution in relation to the prompt emission, and the power law 

decay becomes more pronounced.  

Finally, (4) the least energetic orange-red exciplex, DNTPD:PO-T2T, shows no visible 

contribution of TADF emission and the prompt fluorescence is directly followed by the 

power law decay. This clearly shows that the DNTPD:PO-T2T blend does not show any 

classical delayed fluorescence phenomena, but only a delayed fluorescence originated 

from non-geminate charge-recombination. 

The luminescence that is generated from bimolecular charge-recombination is in 

principle identical with electroluminescence and as such also does not contribute to the 

triplet harvesting in the OLED device by itself (assuming triplet harvesting is not 
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effective). In this way, the exciplexes showing only prompt fluorescence and power-law 

decay will behave like any pure fluorescent emitter in OLEDs, showing very limited 

triplet harvesting.  

The observation of power law and exponential delayed fluorescence decays, therefore, 

must be distinguished from each other and special care must be taken not to assign the 

observation of a power law decay to the presence of “multiexponential decaying 

delayed fluorescence” as this is misleading and may hide a more general phenomenon 

that contributes to decreasing device efficiency (Figure 8.6). 
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Figure 8.6. a) Photoluminescence decay of mCP:PO-T2T exciplex with fitted decay 

components. Note the decay components: exponential prompt and delayed fluorescence 

decay and power-law decay are indicated with arrows; b) photoluminescence decays of 

CzSi:PO-T2T exciplex at various temperatures. Notable changes to the decay upon 

temperature decrease are highlighted with arrows; c) prompt and delayed fluorescence 

spectra of TSBPA:PO-T2T exciplex with phosphorescence spectra of donor and 

acceptor species for comparison; d) temperature dependence of TADF intensity for 

mCP:PO-T2T exciplex. Recorded in a vacuum (at 295 K) or in nitrogen at any other 

temperature. Power law expression used for fitting: y = axb, where a and b are fitting 

parameters, while x is time and y is photoluminescence intensity. “Power law:” denotes 

the exponent b of the fit. λexc = 355 nm. 

Our results are remarkable in the way that some of the exciplexes studied here show 

very short delayed fluorescence lifetimes. For example, the TADF lifetimes of 

mCP:PO-T2T, TSBPA:PO-T2T and TCBPA:PO-T2T exciplexes are roughly 2 µs, and 

are among the shortest values reported for TADF emitters.5,68,167 A short TADF lifetime 

is important to facilitate obtaining high EQE in OLEDs with decreasing efficiency roll-
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off, as it decreases the probability of triplet-triplet annihilation and triplet-polaron 

quenching, which are causes of device efficiency roll-off often observed at high 

brightness.  

 

Figure 8.7. TSBPA:PO-T2T exciplex: a) time-resolved photoluminescence spectra at 

295 K; b) time-resolved photoluminescence spectra at 80 K; c) photoluminescence 

decay at 295 K with fitting curves; d) photoluminescence decay and photoluminescence 

peak position at 295 K and 80 K. Recorded in a vacuum (at 295 K) or in nitrogen at any 

other temperature. Power law expression used for fitting: y = axb, where a and b are 

fitting parameters, while x is time and y is photoluminescence intensity. “Power law:” 

denotes the exponent b of the fit. λexc = 355 nm. 

It is also worth to note that the longest delayed fluorescence lifetime of 6.3 ± 0.3 µ and 

the smallest kRISC constant of 1.1×106 s-1 are observed in CzSi:PO-T2T which is the 

consequence of the largest singlet-triplet gap in this blend. The S-T gap of CzSi:PO-

T2T is calculated as the difference between the relaxed CT energy and the 3LEA energy, 

and equals 0.10 eV in this blend. For mCP:PO-T2T and mCPPO1:PO-T2T S-T singlet-

triplet energy gaps below 0.01-0.02 eV are observed, which is within the margin of 
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error in our determination. These exciplexes show much shorter lifetimes of ca. 2-3 µs 

and moderate kRISC values of 2.7-3.2×106 s-1. Consequently, the TCBPA:PO-T2T and 

TSBPA:PO-T2T exciplexes are expected to have virtually zero S-T gap due to the 

nearly zero 1CT-3CT energy barrier118,160,161,168 (see text below for more details). These 

exciplexes show also very short TADF lifetime, ca. 2 µs, and have the highest TADF 

contribution, and the largest kRISC constants of 7.2-7.3×106 s-1. TPD:PO-T2T and 

NPB:PO-T2T show the shortest TADF lifetime among all the exciplexes studied here, 

with TADF decaying with a time constant of just 600 ns. Unfortunately, this is mainly 

due to increased non-radiative decay affecting the triplet state, as also the DF/PF ratio 

dramatically decreases169,12 (Table 8.1). 

It is notable that no evidence exists to support the observation of phosphorescence at 

80K in any of the exciplex blends (except CzSi:PO-T2T, see text below). This is an 

indication that the singlet-triplet energy gap in these exciplexes is in general very 

narrow and therefore RISC dominates, even at low temperature. However, an additional 

weak emission is observed at long delay times, in the CzSi:PO-T2T blend at 80K, 

which is probably due to the phosphorescence of PO-T2T. This is most likely the 

consequence of the largest singlet-triplet gap, 0.1 eV, in this blend which slows the 

RISC rate. 

In all the exciplexes herein (except for the obvious case of DNTPD:PO-T2T) the 

prompt emission is significantly blue shifted in relation to the delayed fluorescence. 

Interestingly, while the shape of the spectrum is preserved, the position of the emission 

intensity peak shows a gradual red-shift over time (i.e. see Figure 8.7). The time-

dependence of this red-shift in the prompt-fluorescence region resembles an exponential 

decay. This is clear evidence of the CT state relaxation. However, such relaxation may 

be related to changes in the D-A distance or in their relative orientation, occurring 

within the first 100 ns. It is, therefore, concluded that the prompt fluorescence mostly 

occurs from a non-relaxed CT state, whereas the TADF component is mainly produced 
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from nearly relaxed exciplex states. For this reason, the CT emission that is observed 

around 1-10µs is the one used for the purpose of explaining the TADF phenomena in 

the exciplexes studied here, instead of the prompt or steady-state emissions. It is worth 

to note that the spectrum continuously but slowly red-shifts along the TADF and power 

law regions. 

 

Figure 8.8. Schematic diagram showing how TADF emission is generated in exciplexes 

with CT – 3LE exchange (left) and without this exchange (right). SOC (spin-orbit 

coupling) and HFC (hyperfine coupling) indicate the major interactions in each case. 

8.2.5 Explaining strong TADF in exciplexes without the involvement of 3LE 

states.      

At this point, it is important to explain how the 1CT - 3CT exchange can be efficient 

without the involvement of a local 3LE state acting as an intermediate. This is highly 

relevant for the understanding of the TADF mechanism, since the 1CT - 3CT transition 

is in general forbidden by symmetry and no TADF should be observed without 

involvement of local triplet states.  

In systems where the 1CT and 3CT states are almost degenerate, hyperfine coupling 

interaction (HFC) may provide fast enough spin exchange to promote ISC and RISC 

(Figure 8.8).170,27 In fact, HFC does not require any activation energy as 1CT and 3CT 

are nearly isoenergetic, but is only effective for very small S-T energy splitting. In our 
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exciplex systems, the TADF emission shows a temperature-activated regime with an 

energy barrier of 11-35 meV. This is clearly too large for the 1CT - 3CT energy 

difference, but it is within the range of energy associated with molecular rotational and 

vibrational transitions. Therefore, we speculate that the 1CT - 3CT transition associated 

with HFC may involve crossing from upper vibrational levels of the 3CT state. More 

importantly, and to conclude this section, our results indicate that regardless of the 

location of the 3LE state, above or in line with the CT state, the conditions are 

favourable for TADF because the 3CT state lives long enough in order for efficient 

RISC to occur. This is the case in TSBPA:PO-T2T and TCBPA:PO-T2T exciplexes. On 

the other hand, having the 3LE state below the CT state may be not beneficial for 

TADF. In fact, the 3LE state may even act as a trap and favouring TADF quenching 

when is too far below the CT state. Note that the activation energy of TADF in 

TCBPA:PO-T2T and TSBPA:PO-T2T exciplexes is in the range of 10-20 meV, which 

is significantly lower than the energy difference between the relaxed CT and the lowest 

local triplet that is 200-300 meV. This undoubtedly demonstrates that the role of the 

local triplet state is not as crucial in these exciplexes as it has been reported previously 

in intramolecular systems.40 

8.2.6 Devices 

Organic light emitting diodes using the exciplexes characterised above have been 

fabricated by M. Chapran (Table 8.2). The device structure was based on a typical 

template, using NPB or TAPC as hole injection layers and PO-T2T as electron transport 

layer. Top electrode was aluminium with an ultrathin 1 nm layer of LiF for improved 

electron injection to the organic material.  
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Table 8.2. OLED device structures using the characterized exciplexes. Note: M. 

Chapran designed, faricated, and characterised the devices shown in the table below. 

Exciplex Device Structure 

CzSi:PO-T2T B1 ITO | NPB(10nm) | TCTA(10nm) | CzSi(5nm) | CzSi:PO-

T2T(20nm) | PO-T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

mCP: PO-T2T B2 ITO | NPB(10nm) | TCTA(10nm) | mCP(5nm) | mCP:PO-

T2T(20nm) | PO-T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

mCPPO1: PO-T2T B3 ITO | NPB(30nm) | TCTA(10nm) | mCPPO1(5nm) | 

mCPPO1:PO-T2T(20nm) | PO-T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | 

Al(100nm) 

TSBPA:PO-T2T G1 ITO | NPB(30nm) | TSBPA(10nm) | TSBPA:PO-T2T(20nm) | 

PO-T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

TCBPA: PO-T2T G2 ITO | NPB(40nm) | TCBPA(10nm) | TCBPA:PO-T2T(20nm) | 

PO-T2T(60nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

TPD: PO-T2T O1 ITO | TAPC (20nm) | NPB (10nm) | NPB:PO-T2T (20nm) | PO-

T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

NPB: PO-T2T O2 ITO | TAPC (40nm) | TPD (10nm) | TPD:PO-T2T (20nm) | PO-

T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

DNTPD: PO-T2T R1 ITO | NPB (30nm) | DNTPD (10nm) | DNTPD:PO-T2T (20nm) 

| PO-T2T(50nm) | LiF(1nm) | Al(100nm) 

 

The devices have shown similar electroluminescence spectra to the respective 

photoluminescence spectra of exciplex blends (Figure 8.9). The turn-on voltage 2.5-4 V 

suggests a good energy level alignment and no significant barriers for charge injection 

(Table 8.3). The performance of devices, in general, follows ΦPL and TADF 

performance described above: the brightest and most efficient is device G1 employing 

the TSBPA:PO-T2T emissive exciplex with maximum luminance of 31000 cd m-2 and 

maximum EQE of 20 %. Interestingly, very similar TCBPA:PO-T2T exciplex, showing 

nearly identical photophysical characteristics, gives a significantly less efficient device 

G2. This is ascribed to the formation of electromer by the TCBPA that is not formed by 

TSBPA. The existence of this electromer has been proven by D. Pereira and the related 

manuscript is under preparation. The results prove efficient triplet harvesting in those 

TADF exciplexes which is consistent with their photophysical behaviour. 
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Figure 8.9. a) Electroluminescence spectra of fabricated devices; b) external quantum 

efficiency of fabricated devices. Note: donor-acceptor ratio is 1:1 in all emissive layers. 

Note: the OLED devices were fabricated and characterized by M. Chapran. 

8.3 Conclusions 

A new set of photoluminescent exciplexes has been characterised and new interesting 

phenomena were found. Local triplet states are believed to be crucial in intramolecular 

CT compounds as it promotes mixing between the singlet/triplet CT states and enhance 

SOC accelerating RISC.  

Here, it was shown that local triplet states of the donor/acceptor species do not play a 

vital role in the RISC process in these exciplexes. The efficient triplet up-conversion is 

achieved without local triplet states being involved.  

It is proposed that alternatively to SOC the HFC mechanism is directly involved in the 

communication between singlet and triplet CT levels and is responsible for the spin 

exchange in this situation. Furthermore, a phenomenon previously observed in 

PVK:PBD and PVK:PO-T2T blends: photoluminescence decaying in a power law 

fashion, has been recognised in small molecule blends. This gives a strong support to 

claim the phenomenon to be universal to many exciplexes. It was suggested that the 
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phenomenon occurs due to the presence of free charge carriers that are formed from the 

normal intermolecular charge-transfer states under strong laser excitation.  

Photophysical characterisation of the presented exciplexes revealed remarkably strong 

photoluminescence and TADF emissions in some of them that were confirmed in 

prototype OLEDs. The organic light emitting devices fabricated achieved a maximum 

of 20 % external quantum efficiency, fully proving the concept that nearly 100 % triplet 

harvesting can be achieved in exciplex systems. 

Table 8.3. Photoluminescence quantum yield of exciplexes (ΦPL) and summary of 

OLEDs performance: turn-on voltage (Von ), maximum brightness (Lmax) and  current 

efficiency (η L,max ), and external quantum efficiency (η ext, max), maxima of  EL (λ max) 

spectra and CIE 1931 color coordinates. Note: the OLED devices were fabricated and 

characterized by M. Chapran. 
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CzSi:PO-T2T 0.24 ± 

0.04 

B1 3 900 8.9 6.1 465 (0.16;0.21) 

mCP: PO-T2T 0.55 ± 

0.08 

B2 3 8960 27 16 480 (0.16;0.28) 

mCPPO1: PO-T2T 0.20 ± 

0.03 

B3 3 3920 9.4 6.5 480 (0.18;0.29) 

TSBPA:PO-T2T 1.0 ± 

0.1 

G1 2.5 31000 60.9 20 528 (0.33;0.57) 

TCBPA: PO-T2T 0.93 ± 

0.09 

G2 2.5 9070 43.7 12.8 542 (0.38;0.56) 

TPD: PO-T2T 0.08 ± 

0.02 

O1 3.5 6165 5 2.4 585 (0.53;0.47) 

NPB: PO-T2T 0.04 ± 

0.01 

O2 3 6080 2.4 1.7 585 (0.52;0.46) 

DNTPD: PO-T2T < 0.01 R1 4 925 0.1 0.15 628 (0.60;0.39) 
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9 General conclusions of the thesis 

Solid state photophysics is at the core of the investigations aimed to fully understand 

photoluminescence mechanisms in emitters designed to be used in OLEDs. This work 

focuses on photophysical studies aimed to characterise triplet-harvesting mechanisms 

occurring in excitonic, excimer and exciplex systems. Exciton, excimer and exciplex are 

three types of excited states primarily used to harvest triplets in OLED. This work 

provided not only a summary or basic characteristics of these complex emitters, but also 

presented an in-depth look into their photophysics, providing essential novelties into the 

topic. The author supported their photophysical results with prototype OLED devices: 

either fabricated by vacuum-deposition or solution-processed. 

Triplet-harvesting exciton emitters are primarily either TADF or phosphorescent 

molecules. Both types have been characterised in this work. A novel TADF sky-blue 

emitter with narrow emission spectrum and record high ΔEST = 0.45 eV has been 

introduced. The study showed that by varying the nature of the lowest triplet state, 

either ππ* or nπ*, thus affecting their radiative lifetime, may promote either TADF or 

RTP properties in large ΔEST ≈ 0.4-0.5 eV molecules. 

Energy transfer processes from blend hosts (such as mixtures of electron and hole 

transport materials) to triplet-harvesting dopants is a complicated phenomenon. There 

are short-lived singlet states that undergo normal FRET to the dopant, and longer-lived 

triplet states that mostly undergo a quick Dexter energy transfer. However, there are 

also states that live considerably longer than the triplet excitons of the dopant, even up 

to milliseconds at 80 K. These states are trapped within the host and tend to migrate. 

Once they hit a triplet-harvesting dopant molecule, they induce emission of light, but at 

much longer delay after excitation, than would normally be expected. These states are 

responsible for long-lived and temperature-dependent power law luminescence decays 

observed in photoexcited PVK:PBD blends with low dopant concentration. Apparently, 
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that complicated photophysics does not relate to device performance as in OLEDs the 

dopant molecules are excited by direct charge injection. 

Exciplex TADF emitters have been investigated in-depth within the recent years. Yet, 

they still remain an unsolved puzzle. The work presented here has given an insight into 

singlet-triplet relations in the exciplex, including the questionable involvement of the 

local triplet state. This work demonstrates that in some cases the local triplet state is not 

involved in an efficient RISC process. Furthermore, it has been shown, step by step, 

how to properly record and interpret photophysical properties of a TADF exciplex. 

Finally, a phenomenon previously observed in a doped PVK:PBD blend, which is 

related to the power law emission decays is reproduced in a TADF exciplex blend. This 

suggests the phenomenon might be caused by free migrating charge carriers. Finally, 

one of the characterised exciplexes gave 20 % external quantum efficiency in a 

prototype OLED. 

Excimer-forming Pt(II) complexes have been primarily used in thermally evaporated 

OLEDs due to their low solubility. In this work highly soluble, excimer-forming 

molecules that achieve high efficiency in either solution-processed or thermally-

evaporated devices were investigated. These molecules show variable contribution of 

excimer and exciton emissions upon changing their weight concentration in the OLED 

host. A significant red shift of the excimer-related emission band at higher complex 

concentrations and in neat film is observed. Time-resolved studies and excitation 

spectra suggested the red shift to be attributed to the coexistence of excimer and 

aggregate emissions (of which the latter becomes more significant at higher 

concentrations). 

Exciton, excimer, and exciplex emitters – all can be utilised in OLED devices, however, 

due to electroluminescent and photoluminescent characteristics their potential use is 

limited  to specific applications. In example: exciplex and excimer emitters, and most of 

the CT excitonc TADF emitters generally show broad photo- and electroluminescence 
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spectra. For this reason these emissive systems can only find their application in white 

light OLED technology for lighting. By mixing emission of two or more exciton 

emitters or exciplexes it is possible to achieve white light. Excimer emitters due to their 

dual emissive nature are potentially suitable to produce white light by using a single 

emissive compound by properly balancing blue-greenish exciton emission with yellow-

orange excimer emission. White light can also be achieved by combination of the 

abovementioned methods. Exciton CT and non-CT TADF emitters and metalorganic 

phosphorescent emitters can be designed in a way to produce narrow photo- and 

electroluminescence spectra, thus their target application are electroluminescent 

displays, where colour purity of the emissive pixels is an important factor. Beyond the 

visible electromagnetic spectrum, among near infrared emitters the excimer-forming 

metal complexes may be of superior performance. This is because the interaction of two 

metal centres significantly increases radiative rate constant of the triplet state which is 

crucial in near infrared emitters due to the energy gap law. 

In summary, this work presents examples of exciton, excimer, and exciplex triplet-

harvesting emitters that have been characterised in-depth and well understood. Their 

performance has been evaluated in efficient OLEDs. The results contained in this work 

will have an impact on the understanding of these excited states giving a useful 

reference for further research in the area.  
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